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Students Slam Trustees' Treatment of College Investment Issue

The Divestment Coalition of
The College of Wooster walked
out of a meeting with the Special
Trustee Committee last Monday,
Feb. 1 after reading a statement
blasting the trustees! handling of
the issue of divestment. The
meeting had been scheduled to
discuss the report issued by the
Rockefeller-funde-

Study

d

Commission on United States
Policy toward Southern Africa,
Time Running Out.

As the meeting was called to
order, Jairaj Daniel, member of
the Coalition, rose and asked to
read a statement on behalf of the

Divestment

"

Coalition.

.

The

Commission, would represent a
perspective on the issue
of divestment from South Africa.

one-side-

d

Ruth

Simriis Hamilton,, of
Michigan State University and

staiement expressed; the - Robert Good President
-

Coalition's anger with the process
employed by the- - trustees to
examine the College's investment
policy. The Coalition emphasized
their grave concern that the two
speakers (invited by the trustees),
both members of the Study

' of

Denison, . were scheduled to
speak. Hamilton was unable to
attend due to a cancelled flight.
Although the trustees discussed
plans in November to bring
members of the Commission to
speak on campus, the Divestment

-

the trustees.
The Coalition stressed in their
statement that they would be
willing to continue dialogue on the

--

--

--

College's investment in U.S.
corporations in South Africa once

j

f

established. Upon conclusion of
their verbal statement. Coalition
members distributed copies of a
Written statement to the
trustees .and Good. At this time
approximately two dozen people,
both Coalition members and
supporters, walked out of the
meeting. The trustees then introduced the guest speaker who
'
'.'
(cont. on p. 6)
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a position of equity between
students and trustees has been

Coalition was not notified of these
plans until two weeks prior to the
Feb. 1 meeting, according to
Coalition members. An attempt by
the Coalition to bring in a speaker
representing another viewpoint at
their own expense, was refused by
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Last Monday, evening, trustees (left; entering the Faculty Lounge) and the Divestment Coalition converged to continue dialogue on the College's U.S. investments in South
Africa. Outraged over the Special Trustee Committee's lack of action in divesting stock shares in corporations exploiting Black. Coloureds and Asians in S.A., nearly two
V
.
.
dozen members and sympathizers walked out of the meeting in an art of protest (pictured at right). Photos by Meg VVehrly.
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Dealing with the Trustees:
So Much for Our Idealism
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influence..."
Asking for a committee of trustees, faculty and students to deal with
the issue and getting one composed of six trustees. Called before a
hearing scheduled the tenth week of the quarter, your one chance to
state your case, sitting on a straight chair before a long, narrow table
covered with an impeccable linen tablecloth facing six somber-facetrustees, speaking with the knowledge that your every word is being
picked up by tape recorder, your every question turned around and
tell us how you'd respond to that..."
thrown back at
Given a homework assignment to read a report on U.S. investment in
South Africa done by a Rockefeller commission which concludes that
divestment is wrong, that the U.S. has strategic interests in South
and so forth, and besides, we have a lot in common with
it is indeed a "friendly
South Africa...we're both
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nce

country."
Getting precise little letters from trustees suggesting we postpone our
political concerns until we're out of college and make sure that right now
we concentrate on getting educated by the "right" professors and the
"right" courses.
Waiting for the Feb. 1 meeting, knowing another round was coming
up, informed that for us to bring a speaker to counter those the trustees
had scheduled for the evening, a speaker paid for out of our own
pockets, would not only be "ungracious," but would not be allowed,
discussing, arguing, debating, how long to keep playing the
game.. .deciding to boycott the process, deciding to deliver a statement
and walk out of a meeting in which we had had no say. ..Standing outside
the room that night, two minutes to eight, one trustee slipping over, hand
on upper arm, oozing motherly concern. "I hope youll stay. That's the
problem with young people. They never listen to the other side. I listened
to Dennis Brutus!" Our walkout no longer a surprise event, the
chairperson of the committee gazing down our lines like a patient,
paternal parent. "Yes, we know you plan to make a statement and a
group of you plans to walk out of this meeting. We hope youll stay and
listen to what we have to say."
(cant, on p. 3)
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Ruling on State Legislation by Court
Clarifies Abortion as Woman'sissue
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Senior Editors

Errors in VOICE Demand Correction

M-11-

Kevin Grubb

.

existing state legislation. In these
To the Editor:
In the January 22 issue of the two cases the Supreme Court
Voice you noted that the Supreme found that existing laws violated a
hi
Court "passed legislation to woman's right, as guaranteed
right
to
by
the
Constitution
legalize abortion" in 1973. It is the
correct that on January 22, 1973 privacy (Roe v Wade), to choose
the Supreme Court ruled on the to terminate a pregnancy.what may
Forgive my picking on
cases of Roe v Wade (410 U.S.
179) and Doe v Bolton (410 U.S. seem a trivial point. But when an
179). However, it is incorrect that issue as volatile as the abortion
clear on
the Supreme Court "passed legis- issue arises it is wise to be
reasoning,
this
Following
(acts..
lation." Rather, the Court ruled on
and because I heard much"
discussion of the cases last Friday,
let me "state that the" Supreme
To the editor:
personnel carrier, armed with .30 limited nuclear war, because, they Court did not guarantee a woman
The last issue of the Voice and .50 caliber machine guns. It is
say, it will be limited to them. As the right to abortion on demand
decision the Court
In their
contains numerous errors. I wish nearly 30 years old, but is not yet
for the "deadly logic of
to address here a few of them. obsolete. "If the West were to deterrence," I have yet to figure it held that during the first trimester
First, Martha and Louise, John elude rationality and follow 'the
out, probably because I'm such a of pregnancy, the decision to have
Kennedy was assassinated in demands of the European peace
hick, but it seems an abortion should be left to a
d
November of 1963. How he could movement'.. .Europe probably
to me that Torsten got it right woman arid her attending
tell General Westmoreland would not be subjected to nuclear when he said "he who shoots first, physician (the state may forbid,,
anything in 1968 is beyond me. annihilation." "And the Soviets
dies second" By the way, antitank abortions by
Also, the United States did not would .most likely not wage a
weapons are not very likely to be a during the second trimester, the
Hiroshima-typdrop "570
bombs" conventional war of destrucpriority target, since most NATO state may regulate the abortion
in ways reasonably
anywhere. Seven million tons of tion..." Then what is it these
antitank weapons are LAWs, a procedure maternal
health; and
related
.to
bazooka-style
weapon
bombs were dropped over nuclear warheads are protecting.
t
trimester,-th-e
third
during
the
accurately
Indochina, the great majority in Europeans from, if not nuclear or
to
difficult
very
which is
an interest in the
South Vietnam, the other seven conventional war? Finally,
target with a nuclear warhead state (with
Efe
of the viable fetus)
potential
1
blanket
sesquipedalian
of
were
million tons
words Further,
ordnance
shot Timothy,
find the
forbid all abortions
wishes,
it
if
can,
out of artillery tubes, also in South have their place, but if you don't
statement "Russians are stupid,"
necessary
to save
except
those
impact,
use
mean
they
don't
Vietnam. For the record, these know what
while of undeniable
xenophobic, close minded, and the mother's life (Roe v Wade,
distortions are not Bobby Muller's, them. - ''Eviscerate" is to
Doe v Bolton).
unconducive to any understandithey are the result of poor disembowel, which is no doubt
Thank you for mentioning the
ng. A little less rhetoric and a little
difficult to do to nuclear weapons,
reporting.
anniversary of these cases
ninth
Ihought
would
add
unilaterally.
of
Now to Timothy, I'm sorry even
more depth
and the publication of the
I come to Ian last. Those
is neither
Timothy, but the
to the appeal of Salience.
ad in The OaiTy Record.
Most respectfully,
whimpering Europollyannas
30 years old nor a tank. American
;
Sincerelyi
Andrew M. Lewis
m
tanks in Europe are primarily the certainly are ungrateful, after all
Judy
Maxwell
they
aren't
for
them,
Box
20 year old M60Als and M60A2s. we've done
BoxC-216is an armored Ian? The Europeans object to
The
M-11-
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South Africa. Pass laws. Banning. Squatters' camps. Imprisonment '
Steve Biko beaten to death in a prison' cell before' his trial. Nelson
million human beings chained
Mandela imprisoned for life. Twenty-twto a system which thrives on the health of its economy, an economy
buoyed by the presence of American corporations.
That initial meeting with the president, his voice soft and rambling,
reflections on the decent policies of Andy Young and the philosophy of
Karl Marxwhom he interprets with an intriguing uniqueness of
perception.
That breakfast meeting with a few members of the Trustee Investment
Committee, stiff in our best clothes, sitting motionless in, appropriately
enough, the Clan Room, discussing white supremacist oppression over
omelets and coffee with a group of meticulously suited businesspersons,
one of whom keeps leaning forward and parroting earnestly: "But I
I know corporations can. be a positive,
worked with Merrill Lynch

"ttOUr does one begin to summarize a confrontation? In these pages, past
and present, reporters have recorded the lengthy dialogue which has
occurred between the Divestment Coalition and the Special Committee.
Last quarter the BoaTd of Trustees appointed six members to a Special
Committee to dialogue with the Coalition regarding the feasibility of the
College's stock investments in U.S. corporations located in South
Africa. The debate has been a frustrated one, each side staunchly
defending their side of the argument. No one disputes the fact that South
African Blacks, Asians and Coloureds are being ruthlessly exploited by a
white minority government. No one denies that exploitation continues as
the question of to divest or not to divest goes unanswered. But silence is
not golden; ignorance is not bliss. As Monday night's unsettling meeting
between the Coalition and the Special Committee indicated, the time has
come to take an angry stand.
As a participant in Monday's meeting, in which I and about two
dozen other Coalition supporters left the meeting to protest the Special
Committee's noncommittal attitude toward divestment, I firmly believe
that the Coalition had little choice but to withdraw from an obviously
meeting. Robert Good, a speaker whom the trustees brought
in to elaborate on corporate policy in South Africa, ostensibly presenting
an unbiased perspective, was invited to the meeting without any
consultation of the Divestment Coalition. We interpreted this action as
further indication that, as students, our demands are largely being
ignored by the trustees. Even when the Coalition offered to bring in an
outside speaker and pay for himher ourselves, we were rebuked as
being too forward. Monday night's walk out was not an impetuous
decision, nor did it indicate that the Coalition was turning its back on an
issue as complex and volatile as South Africa.
For me, walking out of the meeting was a personal, as well as public,
statement. The majority of members in the Coalition are seniors who
have dedicated thankless time, money and patience for a cause we have
willingly let absorb our lives. Positive action must happen NOW, or we
shall graduate and the issue of divestment will once again lie fallow until
another group of interested students rejuvenate the interest. As I see it,
the present political climate of this campus does not seem conducive for
the resurrection of such a "liberal" issue. Unlike foreign countries where
students . are often lauded as intellectual inspirations of change,
American students wrestle unsuccessfully with the ADULT population
whose vast experience in the real world has heightened their awareness.
I don't doubt that the trustees believe our concern over the inhumane
treatment of Blacks, Coloureds and Asians in South Africa is sincere, but
I also believe our sincerity is interpreted as the naivete of children
attempting to resolve a problem too prolific for us to manage.
It is likely some semblance of dialogue between the Coalition and the
Special Committee will continue, though communication lines may be
strained. Like many members of the Coalition, I am angry that I find
myself becoming weaker with pessimism every day as I witness the little
progress that has been made. No doubt, this is what many of the trustees
are anticipating: How much tension can we take before our bleeding
heart humanitarian ism dims? I feel cheated. Attempt to incorporate a
societal problem, and
liberal arts education into an actual
you're apt to be labeled an idealist. So, what's wrong with idealism? And
how do I face the world when my idealism is abruptly ripped away to
reveal a red, white and blue flag which emphasizes "God Bless
America" exclusively.
one-side-
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Department of Religion
announces its special study travel
opportunity in Israel for, Wooster
students. Led by Dr. Baird of the
Religion Department, a group of
25 students will spend a quarter in

ji u .
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in Galilee
Jerusalem,
and two weeks on an archeological
dig af Pella, Jordan. A meeting of
all those interested will be held in
Kauke 1 Thursday, Feb. 11 at 3
part-time-

p.m:
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Stance Students Advocate
Supports "New Barbarism"

by Pheryl Buffington
Guest Editorial
I will soon be taking leave of The College of Wooster and it may seem
strange that I take this late opportunity to write an editorial. However I
have observed, in my three years here, the most disheartening decline in
political awareness that I have yet seen on any campus I have visited. Of
course this decline is somewhat indicative of a similar trend nationwide.
But the danger of such political naivete, especially in this narrowminded
enclave some call a Liberal Arts college, is so profound that it seems to
wisp like ether over some minds. Thus I feel a compelling need to express
the views of some few who still contain conscious vestiges of a much
more vibrant era when students were actively engaged in discussion of
political and social issues and had the courage to question the powers
that be on such matters.
I am particularly responding to the article from Richardson House
entitled "Keep Up the P.A.C.E." published in the Voice on Jan. 29, 1982.
I found the article to be a prime example of the lack of political and social
awareness of which I speak. The only valid statement the article
contained was this one: "We live in a historical moment which many
agree will require uncommonly effective leaders if the accumulated
achievements of centuries are not to be swept away by a new
barbarism." Indeed we are living in a "historical moment" but not for the
reasons they present, and I fear the stance these students .advocate is
supportive of a "new barbarism."
They decry the drowning of human values and the vulgarization of
culture and yet support an administration which has already begun the
ushering in of perhaps the most repressive era that Americans have seen
in this century. My level of political cynicism is revealed when I eschew
my view that Ronald Reagan is a joke that has long since lost its humor
but I will maintain that view because it is appropriate. Richardson House
has a legitimate concern over the "absence'of leadership" in this country
but, at the risk of disillusioning some, we have not found a leader in
Ronald Reagan but a potentate of the wealthy and corporate elite in this
country. It doesn't really surprise me that some students (though I Bo not
claim this to be true of the Richardson House students) on this campus
would support the interests of this group as it is no secret that many
students here come from very wealthy or comfortably fixed families, and
self always preserves self. But there was a time when even students from
wealthy homes were concerned with larger social issues than their own
economic futures.
These particular students' blame past Democratic administrations for
the economic malaise America is suffering from, which is a gross over- - ,
simplification of the enormous and intricate economic factors which
actually produced such a malaise in this country. I don't propose to
defend these administrations individually or as a group in this space: an
accurate analysis of the economic and political conditions which
produced our present state and to which 'each administration reacted in
light of particular circumstances are far more involved than a cursory
statement would explain. And a cursory statement dismissing the great
and necessary accomplishments for the American people which arose
from The New Deal, etc., is the same type of absurdity.
Any middle-clas- s
American who believes
or even upper middle-clas- s
that Reagan's "New Prosperity" will include himher is in for a rude
awakening. The poor people of this country are already painfully aware
that their ranks are increasing dramatically and that Reagan has cast
them out of the social spectrum like an irritating nuisance by eliminating
existence. He speaks of increasing
the substance of their already-meage- r
employment and then destroys the -- only
and training
program that has shown appreciable success in gaining employment for
this reservoir of people in the last decade CETA. And, if anyone has
noticed, there has been very little word from the White House about
concentrated programs for alleviating this country's massive unemploy-- .
merit figures. Election rhetoric soon loses its flavor and any proposed
from the private sector is unrealistic, at best, since'
corporations with enormous f rolls cannot create jobs that are non-existent and unemployed people cannot generate more consumer
'
spending.
Particularly repulsive is this article's characterization of the social and
political progress of the last few decades as "misguided liberal
philosophies that have plagued our country." I have stated that Reagan's
administration may well be the most repressive of the century (Nixon
runs a close second). The "New Federalism" throws the bulk of social
programming
the backs of states which are not prepared or
economically equipped (without large increases in state taxes) to carry
such a load, and the people suffer. The students of Richardson House
espouse a return to a "liberal democratic tradition" while we watch 20
years of blood, sweat and tears that produced even the limited civil rights
legislation we have being swept away like so much waste. Yes, these are
harsh words but there are some of us who haven't forgotten how many
Americans, died in American streets to bring about that legislation and
who fostered a hope in the "liberal democratic tradition" that is
blasphemied by Reagan's administration. One should never forget that it
was Ronald Reagan himself who ordered the unmerciful shooting,
beating and gassing of peaceful protesters in California. And for those
who don't believe that civil rights legislation is being dismantled, watch,
for example, the new policies of HHS, especially HUD. And witness
Reagan's decision a few weeks agcjto continue tax privileges for schools
that promote racist policies publicly; a decision he rescinded only after
he was publicly attacked.
Any woman in this country who doesn't fear for the dignity she has
achieved in the last two decades is ignoring a political massacre. The
.' '.
(cont. on p. 5)
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Vietnam War a Sincere, not Evil, Effort
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An open letter to Robert Mullen
Dear Mr. Muller:
I heard you speak and saw some
of the movie Thursday, Jan. 21, at
The College of Wooster. I must
say you are an excellent speaker
and effective protagonist. I agree
with most of your story and
certainly your purpose but I deeply
regret that you told only part of the
story, so it is the things you didn't
maybe you don't even know
say
that has forced me to write this
letter.
YOU DID NOT FIGHT FOR
ANVIL CAUSE, only a hopeless
one. All wars are as terrible as you
describe, and the things that
happened in Viet Nam always
only they are covered
happen
up. As for "moral," VN may be the
only "moral" war ever fought
because we had nothing to gain
and a great deal to lose. We did it
for a small, weak, crafty group of
people in a stinking jungle who
wanted to be a nation and have a
chance at freedom. And it didn't

.

:

--

your campaign, but I wish you
knew that our initial purpose was
GOOD, and we did a lot of things
besides kill Vietnamese!!!!!
Sincerely,
Juliet Blanc hard
1571 Christmas Run Rd.

--

"

.

.

.

--

j

tm

US was fighting with one hand and
telling the NV they would not fight
to win. My VN family got out at the
end and are making good. Dai Vu
wrote me from the Philippines,
"We have lost everything, but it is
not too great a price to pay for
liberty." That's what we were
fighting for with them but there
were not enough who understood
it and Americans didn't care a
snap for VN; we only wanted to
save our own skins.
You are right, we should never
get into another war. We are too
humane, maybe too Christian,
certainly too soft and selfish to
fight to win. And it is silly to pick up
a butcherknife and then use it like
a pencil. So I wish you success in
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Dealing, with the Trustees:
So Much for Our Idealism
-

.

". '
(conf. from p. 2)
:
Delivering our statement, a statement in which we earnestly believe, a
statement we are unable to read without emotion. An interruption after
the first two lines.
"Excuse me, could you please identify yourself? May we have your
name?" Blandly blinking eyes.
;
A pause. The name delivered. Scratching of pens as trustees record if

-

.

--

wJrk. '
To make this short:T was in Viet
Nam four times from 1960 to 1972.
My business was to observe and
dutifully.
..
.
report on and photograph the
At
the
end,
statement's
we
to'
our
feet.
rise
chairperson
lifts his
The
programs of our Agency
hand,
fluttering
his
voice
about
like
the
room
a
restive
moth
about
a light,
I
Development.
for International
unable to find reception. "May we ask a few questions?" But his words
saw schools, clinics, refugee
camps, village development, flood are fading, lost in the silent snuffle as we file from the room. ..
AUvrf us in a crowded office, filled with smoke and a plethora of
relief, agriculture of all kinds,
'

-

non-militar-

y

.

resignation, numbness.
for public moods stifled anger, exhaustion,
training programs
' '
v .
.: " T -,
I
Tay
administration. traveled from
Someone
with
arrives
report
of
a
the
of
the
rest
meeting.
The
verdict:
Nhin to Hue, found Americans ."They
you."
ignored
;
learning the language, serving the
"
They ignored us.
people, enduring the hardships,
That's the problem with young people they never listen to the other
going to every village three times
side.
till
VC
malaria
the
for
spray
to
We never listen. Long nights of meetings, discussion and argument.
got there and told the people they
Hours
spent in the library, researching, delving. Subway rides to every.:
Well,
I
poisoned.
being
can't
were
of Manhattan, searching out the sources. Pouring our selves out
corner
go on. It was all part of a sincere
.
it. Forgetting midterms, forgetting grades, because somehow the
into
help
effort
them
to
and desperate
oppression of 22 million human beings seems so much more important
become a nation and build a better
than a math equation or an essay question. Pit stops, countless
It
A
was
WAR.
society DURING
arguments,
countless disputes, countless reenactments of the same
impossible, and I told them so. I
confronting
the same protests, tact, diplomacy, learning the art
scenes,
many
had seen such efforts jn
of graceful argument, responses which become somehow automatic,
countries, and it takes time and a something
which can be switched on and off at will, like a set of
degree of national consciousness
lines, responses to arguments you've heard so often that they've
land education and support that
become somehow banal and cliche.
were simply lacking in VN. ,
Young people. They never listen to the other side.
That story never got out. It was
of the plagues of youth. .
One
impossible to get a word of good
Thank
God well soon be middle-aged- ,
belted into our polyester,
I
press.
news into the American
behind
desks, our oaken doors and panelled walls, glancing
our
had Vietnamese friends whom I
had made in the Philippines when I periodically at the timeclock, having realized the futility of idealism, of
was in the Peace Corps. They thinking we can change the world by mere integrity, of being so outraged
were teachers and they knew what by inequality, and injustice, and intolerable stupidity that doing nothing
it was all about. They had escaped becomes unbearable, the futility of thinking, that what we believe and
from North. VN after their parents what we feel matters. Maybe then well listen to the other side! Like they
Brutus.
had been ' killed, by the listened to Dennis
"
'
:
..
Communists. But they knew the
Anti-climacti- c.
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USSR Won't Yield Poland;
US Must Support Reagan

Page 4, VOICE, February 5, 1982

. : by Tirrrfthy E. Spence
Guest Editorial
Last Monday, in its continuing effort to prevent internal economic
devastation, the Polish government announced .sudden and drastic
increases in the prices of staple Jjoods. Meanwhile, political and
economic repression under the guise of martial law continues as
opposition leaders (most notably. Solidarity's Chair Lech Walesa) are
held at bay. Concomitant with all this activity in Poland is a slate of
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totalitarians.
During a visit to the College last week. Dr. Karol Borowski told his
audiences that he "hopes and prays martial law is not lifted for two more
weeks." --His rationale for a statement which, at first hearing, seems
almost ludicrous coming from a Pole who has great faith in Solidarity, is
governed by wise thought.
Since martial law was imposed in December of last year, we have
witnessed muzzled reaction from Western leaders (except President
Reagan) who look at the crackdown in Poland as a continuing aside in
'
East European politics. It exists, and has existed, since the big three
agreed to write off Eastern Europe to Communism in 1944. The Soviets
did not march into Poland like lemmings going to sea, so why be
concerned about a few domestic readjustments?
it is saa maeea mat western neaos or state, especially tne turopeans.
are remaining shamefully aloof toward the Polish issue, only bothering to
. verbally chastise Polish dictator General Jaruzelski, and gently frowning
at the Soviets. This lack of reaction is motivated by several reasons. For
one, the Europeans want to keep the business and pipeline open to
Poland and to the Soviets. For a Europe bounding on the prospects of
rryitinttoA umrconcvt ernnnmioc anu nntontial markot tc a friondlu nrw:
Addrtionally, Germany and the whole of Europe stand to gain from a gas
line deal agreed upon by Chancellor Schmidt and President Brezhnev
last year. AO strategic implications of becoming partially energy
dependent on the Soviet Union have been cast aside in the greedy drive
tn take aHuantaoe rrf a hfrhu'fsrnnnmir norirvrtimitu
Economic interest is the primary reason for Europe's conspicuous
Lwk nf ronrnhatirm toward the Polish militarv abvernment and its friends
in Moscow. But it has also been argued. as mentioned, principally by Mr.
Schmidtr that Poland's interna affairs should be the concern of the
Soviets.
Polish government, and that no harm is being done by the
.
.
rr r
111
I nereiore, a sovereign nanon snouia oe ien to us own anairs.
Yet, Poland. is a nation where. a legitimate ideokjoical movement,
composed of.- Mr. Borowski said, some 30 million supporters in a
population of 36 million, which seeks peaceful changes in the governmental structure and national economy. This movement. Solidarity, was
squashed, its popular leaders detained and possibly killed, all as a result
of General Jaruzelski s martial law. And Western leaders who think that
the Soviets have nothing to do with Poland must think again. Consider
(a) the fact that the Polish Army is a corporeal and sizeable part of the
Warsaw Pact, which, not paradoxically, has its headquarters under
Soviet Marshal Kulikov located in Warsaw; (b) the presence of at least
two Soviet tank (divisions in Poland prior to and following the declaration
of martial law, (c) the Polish Ambassador to Tokyo's testimony that
many Polish troops are actually Soviet troops in Polish uniform; (d)
intelligence reports that the Polish martial law declaration actually
.
emanated from Moscow.
.
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Trustees' Farcical Charade Plunges
Students into Subservient Position
To the Editor:
If the committee of trustees
selected to examine the issue of
divestment, had as its objective
treating the Divestment Coalition
as helpless adolescents, they
succeeded only too well. If, on the
other hand, their objective was to
portray themselves as persons
incapable of establishing an open
forum for discussion and dialogue,
they did an even better job. This
past Monday, student frustration
reached a breaking point, and the
Divestment Coalition walked out
of a meeting with the trustees.
The Divestment Coalition has
made every effort to pursue the
issue of divestiture through the
channels established by the Board
of Trustees. We gave them the
benefit of doubt when they
excluded
students from the
committee formed to study the
matter. At that time, we accepted
even the clearly subservient role of
writing "book reports" and doing
research for them. Finally, though,
the breaking point came with their
absolute rejection of our attempt

to bringa

pro-divestme-

speaker

nt

to campus

at our own

expense to speak from the same
platform as their
speakers at this past Monday's
anti-divestme-

nt

meeting.
They have shown their process
a farcical charade
for what it is
of an investigation, in which
students were never, and never
could be, real participants. At the
most, we could serve as the
committee's lackeys.
By walking out of their meeting,
we have been accused of.

terminating

student-truste-

e

dialogue on the matter of divestment, leaving us wondering how
we concluded a process that has
yet to be initiated. Pertinent to
this, we have submitted to the
committee a memorandum of

demands, with the primary

objective of establishing the
groundwork for equitable dialogue
and investigation into the matter.
The events that have transpired
leave us with serious doubts about

the Board of Trustees'

commitment to academic freedom
in dealing with the political and
social issues of the day. --And
perhaps more importantly, we
have become convinced that the
trustees are unaware of the

implications and magnitude of
their complicity with the apartheid
regime.
We would like to register our
extreme dissatisfaction with the
lack of concern and seriousness
with which the Board of Trustees
has dealt with the issue of
divestiture and with its inept
method of responding to direct
student involvement.
The Rev. Dr. William Howard,
president of the National Council
of Churches, clearly expressed
the college community's choice in
a conversation with coalition
members this week: The choice
that the College has is not to

J

.

.

become active against apartheid
or to remain neutral It is not
neutrality today. The choice is
whether it shafl stand for the South

'.

African majority or against. The
shares that this college holds make
it a party to the economic viability
of the Afrikaner."
From the words of Reverend
Howard, we can only conclude
that our day of reckoning wO be
determined by the day of liberation
for the South African people. And
then, as members of this college
community, we will have to answer
for our complicity.
Jairaj Daniel
Walt Vanderbush

--

-
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Galpin Plays "Mommy and Daddy";
Restricts Alcohol to Weekend Parties
To the Editor:
This time you (the administration) have gone too far. I refer to
the recent mandate handed down
from above that forbids social
functions which serve alcohol
during the week (read: Tuesday
Night Club). Such a decision is
clearly childish and
Earlier this year you imposed
the requirement of a "Party
Contract" for all social gatherings.
That in itself was enough to instill a
feeling of resentment toward the
administration, throughout the
student body. You now had to beg
"Mommy and Daddy" over in
Galpin to let you have a party (or"
social function if you prefer).
Now you have the audacity to
tell us what days we may bother to
short-sighte-

d.

request the almighty party

contract for! Perhaps there should
also be a required bedtime and
lights out, or penalties for not
finishing our peas at dinner. After
all, wasn't that the way it was in
grade school? Why not the
C.O.W.?
It is doubtful that restrictions -such as these will discourage the
social activities that jfou
apparently desire so strongly to
eliminate. The end result can only
be to force students to leave
campus or go behind closed

1

.

doors. (We might even have considered Ic habods', but alas, it too is
closed except on weekends.) In
,
you only succede
the
(sic) in making social life on
campus more monotonous and
miserable for the student.'
But look on the bright side. If
you get lucky and succede (sic) in
long-run-

suffocating all social activities, you
will have truly created "a place
apart." The., College of Wooster
will stand proudly apart from the
rest of the twentieth century.
At one time I was a tour guide
for the admissions office here and I
honestly encouraged prospective

students to come to Wooster.
Given the developments 6f the
past year, I wouldn't wish it on
anyone. I suggest you make such
policies widely known in your
recruitment literature and seehow
many students you can attract.

Contrary to what 'you

- and Soviet governments has yet to be lucid.
Fortunately, President Reagan took immediate action against both the
Jaruzelski military government and the Soviets. Perhaps his most
effective move was to cut off technology trade with the Soviets,
something the Europeans foolishly have not done. Credit and trade were
with the Polish, pinching an already sick economic situation. The
halted
I
I
I
r
.1
J a i
:.. u
Communists, aimed more toward apathetic Europeans than at Poles,
. .1
.i
i
i
i c
i
t
WinJet,
ifcud lu ii k:
iiavvMFjiKciiueciH.iKU.
lj i:t--i n:
rniiK 1111 lis it: i
Thatcher supports all this, but has taken no action. President Reagan
last month managed to pressure Europeans into considering the
possibility-o-f
sanctions against the Poles and Soviets. In addition, at a
meeting of the two heads of state last December, the President urged Mr,
- Schmidt to at least verbally denounce martial law in Poland, which the
German leader did gratefully.
If martial law remains in effect in Poland, perhaps, as Mr. Borowski
hopes, the West will cohesively stand behind President Reagan in
condemning both the Polish Communists and the Soviets for their
activities in Poland. --If skirmishes and economic surprises continue,
perhaps such a unified response will take place.
,
But we must not be deluded into thinking that Poland will soon
become the true worker's democracy Solidarity and Mr. Borowski seek.
The Russians have had an interest in Poland since Yalta, and before that,
since Catherine "seized Poland in 1772. Solidarity or not, the Soviets will
not let Poland g) the way of Yugoslavia.
--
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To the Editor:
I

write this short letter as a

protest against particular

--

non-existe-

in 1933.

nt

-

.

comments made by Ian Hartrick in
his column "Salience" of Jan. 29. L
. along with a number of other"
European and
students, found the simplistic and
thoughts which
narrow-minde- d
you expressed to be extremely
.
insulting. . Europeans are not
Sincerely,
"stupid" as you say, in the protest
Paige Cotcamp
against nuclear weapons. We want
to save our continent and cultures
and societies from the complete

apparently believe. College should
be an academic AND social
experience. The latter of these two
is rapidly becoming
at Wooster. Get serious Galpin!
The Prohibition Act was repealed

::

-

non-Europe-

an

annihilation which could . be
brought about instantly by these

bombs, rockets or whatever they
are. 1 he fcuropean complaint is
not a "whimper" but a crv.aciainsf
these instruments of death which
have been installed by foreigners
on our land. I would like to remind
those interested that Europeans
kaua cwff or o r Knrmre anri
destruction of war the likes of.
which most Americans would not
eyen be capable of imagining.
J.-Marke-

l-T

:

Box 2144
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n Pressures SGA to

Salience" Lacks the Facts

Amnesty International

;.'.. by James C. Rustic & Mark Hoffman
Monday night the SGA General Assembly voted unanimously to
accept .the FAC (Financial Affairs Committee) fund request
recommendations without any alterations. This ended a week of anxious
and hectic lobbying by Amnesty International to obtain funding for its
programs. The FAC had recommended that "Amnesty International'',
like the "College Republicans" and the "Wooster ProChoke, should
"not receive funding under the guidelines of the General Fund (XIX) and
the statement of executive policy in funding political groups." It also
ended any illusion in our minds that there were any principles that the
SGA stood for that were not written in Robert's Rules of Order.
. .
r
.O..JM.1.
oikji sieuict nfutxx hm ai
utK
quai lei a jjiuup r aiuueius,
numnse of nrrimnHria human riohts. We wisher) to educate nursokjM
L
.
-- n
community on .uL..u:
this subject as well as to take positive
and the College
and
personal action to aid persons whose basic human rights were being
violated.; It was agreed that the best way to do this was to use the
resources of Amnesty International, a Nobel Peace
human
rights organization. AI could provide the College with
information on the human rights conditions of countries around the
world by means of extensive reports and documentary films. Letters
could be written to and for particular men and women whose names are
provided by AI and who are irrprisoned for their belief,
Guest Editorial

f-tM-
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Prize-winnin-g

up-to-da- te

iy

vx

violence. paQacu- amnare reeis a sense ot personal mvojveineni ana
responsibility as she has a chance to take direct, effective action in
assisting other human beings.
Three weeks ago Ayse Beyazit, our Treasurer, applied for SGA
funding. When appearing before the FAC, no question of the political
riature of AI was addressed to Beyazit or ourselves. Thus, Wooster AI
members were caught by surprise when rumor spread that the FAC was
going to refuse us funding. Believing that our group violated none of the
SGA guidelines, we prepared to argue the point before the SGA General
Assembly. The clause in question (XIX) states that "the General
Assembly shall not give money to be used in- - support of activities of
carrying on propoganda . or otherwise attempting to influence
legislation-- ." As a movement. Amnesty International is independent of
any government, political, ideological or religious grouping. Wooster AI
has never and wiO never write to any official of the United States
government in order to influence legislation or for any other reason.
Wooster AI is dealing with foreign prisoners, of conscience (POCs).
Amnesty International guidelines specify that, for the protection of
supporters in authoritarian countries,-none shall be encouraged to'
,
write to their own government.
Prior to the SGA meeting, Krystin Buckey, President of SGA, agreed
to talk with Mark Hoffman, AI member. She was sympathetic to our
cause, but attempted to persuade Wooster AI representatives not to
attend the meeting. It seems that the Wooster AI decision was not made
by the FAC, but by the SGA Cabinet. Thus, they made their decision on
second-haninformation. President Buckey suggested the decision was
arrived at due to pressure from above and the IRS tax laws.
iaus 10 ine vnnesry international national umce m new tore
cleared up any question of the legality of Wooster AI receiving funding. In
fact, over "100 campus groups with AI affiliation have been receiving
funding from their college or university. They have never heard of any
group having trouble about the IRS tax law before. An AI Campus
Network Coordinator told us, "It sounds Eke a pretty contrived excuse
ro me- Six Wooster AI members attended the General Assembly meeting.
We were confident that a student government would back us up once
they realized it was only "pressure from above" that was blocking our "
legitimate right to funding. This, we thought, was what a student
government is for! In fact it was against SGA's own Fund Request
Guidelines (XXVII) to use "statements of executive policy" or "pressure
from above" for fund proposal recommendations.
After being allowed to present at least part of our argument to t
Assembly, Buckey
suggested that the actual
decision was beyond the power of the SGA. She said that Dean
PhisqueDec, after consulting the college lawyer, had decided that
Wooster AI was in violation of SGA guidelines and executive policy; Any
breach of these by SGA would result in the termination of SGA's power
to distribute funds. After an unsuccessful attempt by a few
representatives to get a motion on the floor of the Assembly to restore
Wooster ATs funding, the representatives voted to pass the complete
'
FAC recommendation.
In order to show "sympathy" for Amnesty International, the Cabinet
pointed out that they had requested support for us from Westminster
Church House. This bit of irony should not be missed. The church is
obviously covered by the same IRS tax law that supposedly blocked
- SGA's support for us.
-

-
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Wooster Should Examine African Ties
To the Editor.
7n
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large plots of land were claimed by

Ki
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calls itself ,a "church
related" institution, I question our
support of ' companies which
operate 'in South Africa, for they.
must inherently comply with that
government's present laws. Can
we honestly say that foreign
investment is helping to safeguard
human rights?
school

entrepreneurs in order to

thic
MH
--

.

centralize the gold and diamond
mining industries. The South
African government has legalized
a form of slavery with laws which
deny voting rights to Blacks and
do not allow Blacks to supervise
Whites on the job. Do we want to
As
enforce such
stated in a U.S. Senate Foreign
--

a-govern-

Relations
force has prevailed ever since

Reagan's Revolution

Deserves a Chance

.

.-

anti-tan-

.
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ment?

Committee report
(cont. on p. 6)
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while living temporarily , on a
.
militrary base in Europe js ' an
Concerning the article entitled
educational
experience, it could
."Salience" in last week's Voice, we ,
not quite be the same as being
feel that there were certain issues
raised by Mr. Harrrick that need to . born and raised, as a citizen in
be addressed. These issues' range Europe. One should "realize that
what Mr. Reagan refers to as a
from the generalization comprised
in the opening sentence to Mr. limited nuclear war means limited
Hartrick's somewhat misguided to Europe. It's not a cheerful
prospect if you. happen to Cve
reasoning as regards the question
- there, no matter how logical
of unilateral disarmament.
Mr. Hartrick presents a case for deterrence may sound
As for the supposed
k
Reagan Administration's zero
the
To the Editors
missile dilemma,' there isn't one.
option in his opening paragraph.
In his recent State of the Union
weapons mentioned happen
message.
meSSaQe
" . President Reagan He seems to feel that the several The
of the LAW variey (Light
be
to
million
inhabitants
USSR
of
the
program
which
announced a
Anti-tan- k
Weapon). LAWs are
"stupid
they
have
are
because
would transfer the control of over
portable
made to be used only
and
proposal
accepted
this
not
with
national
programs
from
40
the
once. Consequently, the
government to. the state open arms. The option is clearly weapon
would be a low priority
more beneficial for Western
governments. This program offers
a welcomed relief from the Europe, and, by association, the target should a war be declared.
One of our final objections to
United States than the Warsaw
bureaucratic
and
Pact "countries; because it does. li mm "v
awM
hjt
inefficiency that, has plagued
--not take' intoaccount NATO's
second to last paragraph. 'We
'
" As for the quality of
triad of nuclear systems. We fully
"the control of social
Soviet
one can say that
tanks,
realize
USSR
the
has
that
a
welfare programs to the states
ground force stationed in Eastern their last two new models are quite
would reverse the trend of letting
Europe which is superior to that of good, while NATO has lots of poor
'Washington deal with all of the
NATO. However, NATO has the equipment, . too " Our only
problems.
federal
The
nation's
technology at hand to comment is. "Ian. do vou walk to
.appropriate
government should be concerned
adequately
defend Western school or carry your lunch?"
with foreign policy and inflation
Further, we fed that unilateral
Europe without the use of nuclear
while social services should be the
disarmament
is a viable option. If
weapons
warfare,
nuclear
theater
domain of the states and their
one wants to defend Europe, it
inclusive.
localities. Perhaps if the national
The hundreds of thousands of should be done with conventional
government stuck to its duties and
European
protesters, the majority technology because the outcome
perform
theirs,
we
let the states
devastating and stiO
would have - both increased of whom were not whimpering at would be less
decisive.
v
demonstrations,
did
r
rnumerous
the
,less
inflation and
security and
John Thompson
.
not seem to us to be particularly
better schools, roads and welfare
"stupid" either. We are sure that
Carrie Meggjnson
programs.
We have had over 40 years of
federal government spending and
involvement as the panacea to

To the Editor
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Stance Students Advocate
Supports New Barbarism

every problem confronting

America. We have had all these
government expenditures, billions
upon billions of dollars from the
New Deal, Fair Deal, New
Frontier and Great Society. Yet
today we are still confronted by a
tremendous mass 'of social
problems. Now is the time to give
the New Federalism a chance to
cure the social ills facing this
country.
Like so many of President
Reagan's programs, the New
Federalism has come under

(cont. from p. 3)

threatens our right to determine our own personal beliefs and morals and
';- - ; .
the paramount right to privacy of all citizens..'
Th chufents frnm Richardson House fear "arave conseouences for
the security of the Free World" and allude to the perceived military
superiority of the Soviet Union. It is quite clear they have been deceived
propaganda. It was this same type of Cold War
by Reagan's
paranoia that exacerbated the Vietnam War and lost countless lives both
in Vietnam and in the streets of this country. It wa this same type of
proposed "world menace" threatening America that sponsored
McCarthyism and the grossest violations of civil liberties by the U.S.
government against the American people just two decades ago. And
there are very few people who see that, behind the camouflage of this
irresponsible rhetoric, FBI surveillance and investigation prograins such
as Cointelpro have been stepped up, and Reagan is now considering a
legislative draft that enables the CIA to have open access to the files and
operations of local law enforcement agencies and unchecked license to
conduct their operations within the borders of our own country. Of
course some of us are aware, that this has always gone on, but the tempo
and officiaL overt approval of these vulgar intrusions upon "the
foundations so nobly embodied in our Constitution" cannot be ignored
;

pro-defen- se

--

immediate and vituperative

criticism. The program is new and
revolutionary and deserves ' a

chance to succeed. The President
will consult with Congressional,
state and local officials before
drafting the finals version of the
plan. The transfer of responsibility
will take place over an eight year
period in order to give the states
and their localities a chance to
adjust to their .new duties. Finally,
the federal government wiO initially
help fund the programs until the
states have completely taken them
over.
Over 200 years ago Thomas
Jefferson said, "That government
is best which governs least."

without grave peril to any semblance of personal freedom. Beyond att ,
,U
nnKtwtL, ainra etiirlorat cKrai 14 nAt0 with aixrm th mr nf
acquisition by conservatives and conservative religious groups of radio
fervor of censorship. I
and television media outlets and
sincerely believe that a coocern for the security of theFree World should
originate right here: in your own country, in your city, and even in your
own home. America cannot maintain the image of world protector of .
freedom as long as real freedom does not exist here. This is a glaring

.

"

the-increasi-

cver-simplificatio-

.

President since John F. Kennedy

Washington

determined " to reduce federal
bureaucracy, and finally someone
is doing something about it. The
President's plan for restructuring
American government js truly
imaginative and deserves serious
and thoughtful consideration from
all

elected officials.

Warren Seidel
Box 2651

America and more Americans are obligated to face. .
I cross this campus every day attending classes where I hear many
views defended which are similar to those of the students of Richardson
House. But predominantly, I find the students to be most concerned with
weekend activities instead of anything quite so intellectually demanding
as racial or political repression. It is so much easier but infinitely more
danqerous not to ask prying questions. Such blind acceptance of bloated
from an incompetent and malicious administration
only serves to cover and intensify the perils we actually face in this
country. And they are frightening indeed. American citizens (except a
after
few who tried to ten the others) have always awakened too late
the problem has become a crisis. If we do not learn from our past and
remember why we fought certain battles and why there are so many
names written in blood on America's face, there is little hooe for the
future The glaring signs of a designed program of political repression
stare at us, ana iacK of ponncai awareness axis vana aueis our own
r .
,.'
v
repression.
.
. As I have said, this is my last year here at The College of Wooster and I
know that I will always seek out individuals who are vitally concerned
with the truly important issues of our time. But I do hope that more than
one here will join in the indignant cry of one who believes in real freedom
and refuses to allow the real democratic orinciDles of this country to be
slandered without answer.

--

something about it. Every

has come to
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President Reagan's New

Federalism is designed to lessen
national government involvement
in areas that rightfully belong to
the states. Like many Americans
the President believes"ihat the
national government has simply
gotten" too big to be efficient and
that now is the time to do
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Divestment Coalition
Contingent Upon Parity
Statement-Dialogu- e

REAR.
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During last Monday night's meeting between the Special Trustee's Committee and the Divestment Coalition,
the following statement and demands were presented to the trustees by the Coalition:
,
We are here to complete the process of halting American complicity in the most hideous govern- constitutionally
is
superiority
racial
where
system
the
planet,
one
of
the
face
ment on the
enshrined. We gather here at a time when even the most moderate advances away from complicity
Senator Julian Bond.
are being compromised, abandoned and withdrawn.
in
the obsession of aminority
malignancy
rooted
Apartheid is a "crime against humanity...a social
force."
of
brutal
through
exercise
the
privilege
luxury
of
to retain the
1973
- UN Resolution adopted by the General Assembly
The global significance and implications of apartheid cannot be underestimated. We can be neither passive
nor silent observers. We believe that the institutions of this society, by virtue of their political, economic and
military ties with South Africa, assume an intrinsic complicity with the structure of apartheid. The College of
Wooster's participation in this process is determined by its investments in Transnational Corporations
(TNC's) operating in South Africa. Therefore, we, as students of this institution and members of the
Divestment Coalition, believe that it is our moral, educational and political responsibility to confront and rectify
x
this fundamental inconsistency. With this view the Divestment Coalition has called for the immediate and total
(cont. from p. 1)
necessary information; however,
divestiture of all holdings in TNC's linked to South Africa.
this is not the point of contention.
with
his
proceeded
presentation.
We believe that such a step is necessary and significant because these corporations "play a crucial role in . ' Approximately
people The standard of inequality built in
. a dozen
maintaining, consolidating, and strengthening the apartheid regime. These TNC's own between
remained in the room, according the whole, process of dialogue
of the country's real fixed capital stock." (Pillay: UN document, 1979)
and
to Marcus Pohlmann of the where the students play a
We reiterate our conviction that this involvement through TNC's violates fundamental principles of human
Political Science Department.
subservient and secondary role is
dignity, as well as codes of conduct and standards set by the College. Further, such investments disregard the
Earlier
in the afternoon the the issue which must be addressed
College's own policy, which states:
trustees held a hearing with and resolved."
Wooster should seek equity positions in companies which by their policies contribute to a higher
Following Monday night's walkmembers of the faculty and
quality of life. And we should seek to avoid investments in companies, who, by their flagrant abuse
students, the second of out, the trustees expressed
concerned
of human values, violate the sanctity and dignity of human life.
two sessions of this nature disappointment at the Coalition's
By maintaining investments in South Africa, we believe that the trustees, representing the College of
by the Special Trustee actions. John Dowd, chairperson
scheduled
Wooster, have not fully adhered to or committed themselves to this policy. Members of the Divestment
The first, held in of the Special Trustee Committee,
Committee.
Coalition asked the Board of Trustees at its October 1981 meeting to address the College's inconsistency and
November, allowed students to said he was "very disappointed,"
requested the trustees to consider divestment seriously. In response to this request the Board of Trustees has,
make presentations on the adding that it is "just not true" that
through a committee established to review the College's investment policy, systematically implemented a
College's investment policy to the the committee was formed merely
process of "investigation" into the matter. This investigation has been carried out in such a way as to appease
committee. The hearings to appease students. . Jerry
.trustee
the Divestment Coalition without seriously considering the issue at hand. The trustees have attempted to
were the result of the Divestment Footlick, a trustee and a senior
create the impression that student input and participation are important. However, their actions indicate
Coalition's request in October editor at Newsweek, was angered
otherwise. The sentiment of condescension is summed up best and most explicitly by Foster McGaw, a
partly oecause ne
that a committee composed of oy tne waiK-outrustee, in a letter to this Coalition:
faculty and students be had left his business in New York
trustees,
...you can readily take it that I think the students of an educational institution have no business
established to review the College's City to attend the meeting.
meddling with the investment policies of that institution.
According to Coalition member
ties to corporations in South
I think students should leave the management of the business part of the University or College to
Africa. The committee currently Lynette Parker "The Coalition
its staff and concern itself with getting an education and seeing that they get the right professors
reviewing the. College's refused to participate in this
who can share knowledge and lead to seeking truths. If the students want to get into politics, therr
investment policy is composed meeting in order to protest the
they should wait until they have graduated and take it on full time.
- Foster McGaw
singularly of trustees. At the con- way the Committee has
of the November meeting, proceeded to examine the
clusion
Subsequent actions by the Board demonstrate a basic compatibility with this sentiment. They' are. briefly
the trustee committee requested College's investments in
outlined and summarized as follows:
that the Coalition provide them corporations in South Africa. I feel
I. There was never any serious consideration or debate on direct student participation
on the committee.
with information on the situation in the primary focus of the trustees
Speaking for the Board, John Dowd said, "I would like to make the point attthe outset here that this is a
South Africa and a critique of the has been the commission report
committee of trustees and what we are dealing with here is a responsibility that can only be exercised by the
Rockefeller-fundeStudy which lacks an essential dimension
trustees, so we will keep this only as a committee of the trustees."
causing the Study Commission
Commission report by Feb. 1.
II. Rather than equal participation in the proceedings, a secondary function was assigned to the students.
According to Daniel, "The to draw narrow and inconsistent
Without debate, the committee assigned a report funded by the Rockefeller Foundation to be reviewed and
'
Coalition has stressed that they conclusions."
critiqued by the Divestment Coalition. This "book review" was to be submitted in writing by February 1, 1982.
willing
III. We seriously call into question the objectivity of the Board for assigning as a major authority
provide
able
and
to
are
the
on the
matter, the report of a commission whose composition and funding source leave serious doubts about its ability
to present an unbiased perspective. In its analysis of South Africa, the report omits crucial variables whose
significance will determine the course of future events in that country.
IV. Over the past few months, committee members have responded to the Coalition's concerns with
fconf. from p. 5)
objectives of U.S. foreign '
arguments for which no documented evidence was provided. For example, the Coalition was told that in order
policy.
in
January
1978
released in
to change the College portfolio through divestment, a $500,000 loss would be incurred by the College: History
In order to speed the revolution
critical periods of
relation
to
proves otherwise. Studies of other private and public institutions who have divested indicate that no financial
economic difficulties in South in South Africa (for the existence
loss was incurred. For example, Michigan State University reports a net profit of greater than $ 1 ,000,000 over a
of a decent degree of human rights
Africa:
nine month period, as a direct result of divestiture.
would indeed be revolutionary), I
credit
International
V. The Board of Trustees has claimed absolute agenda-makinpowers. They have assumed the prerogative
- provided
support divestment from
the funds needed
of setting times of meetings, determining the speakers, and dictating the. direction in which the discussion may
companies which operate in South
by South Africa in the 1974-7oroceed. Our objections to the specific meeting scheduled for Monday. February 1 can be summarized as follows:
Africa.
period to finance its
a) The time chosen for meeting was arbitrarily decided by the committee. The 8:00 PM start conflicts with a
I now bring the reader back to
major infrastructure
faculty meeting scheduled for the same time.
question of our "church
the
projects- jn strategic
b) The committee chose two members of the previously discussed Rockefeller-fundeU.S. Study Commission
related" institution. Are we
economic sectors sucfi as
on Policy toward Southern Africa to come and speak. The speakers sentiments against divestment and
interested in suppressing people
transportation, communicacorporate withdrawal from South Africa have already been expressed by their support of the conclusions of the
profits, or
for our own short-terenergy,
steel
and
tions,
'
"
..
Commission report.
do we encourage justice? After all,
production, all of which are
c) The committee chairperson refused to allow students to select and bring a person with an alternate
what is a good education if it does '
related to security needs.
perspective to speak at the meeting, even though students offered to underwrite the costs themselves.
not shed light on such subjects so
d) The Divestment Coalition was not notified of the committee's decision to bring in speakers and of the format
that we may act according to our
The net effect of American
of the meeting until ten days prior to February 1. The members of the trustee committee, however, decided in
own beliefs? Let us tarry not, for,
investment has been to
November that they wanted to bring members of the Study Commission to campus.
as Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
strengthen the economic-anClearly, the actions of the Board of Trustees indicate the absence of any intention to dialogue sincerely on
once stated, "Justice delayed too
military
the issue of divestment at any point during the oroceedinqs In view of this, we articulate the following
long is justice denied."
apartheid
Africa's
of
South
conditions which we befeve wiD necessarily create an environment for heahhy, open, and mutually beneficial dialogue:
Dev Shuster
regime, undermining the
With immediate ettect a committee shall be formed to consider the issue of total divestment or suggest an
Box C2691
fundamental goals and
alternative course of action which is mutually acceptable to all parties.
This committee shall be composed of students, faculty and trustees observing the following ratio in its
composition: four students to be chosen by the Divestment Coalition and to act on their behalf; four trustees to
be chosen by the Board; two faculty members, one chosen by the Board, the other by the Coalition.
"We believe that our tradition of global concern becomes
This committee shall submit its report by the end of Spring Quarter 1982.
more important in an increasingly
ever
following
resolution:
adopt
and
endorse
to
and
students
the
faculty,
administration
We urge the Board of Trustees,
'
world."
for
significant
measure
small
system
but
and as a
Both as a symbol ot opposition to an inhumane
brochure, The Campaign for Wooster"
new
the
from
combating the evil of apartheid, we urge the trustees of the College of Wooster to take steps
in
toward a speedy and complete divestiture of stocks now owned by The College of Wooster
companies that have South African investments. This is a course which has already been pursued
by other colleges and universities. Given Wooster's commitment to ridding itself of racism in all the
reas of its collective life, we feel the College can do no less.
D-G-
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Sentiment Flares
At Colleges Across Country

Anti-Ga- y

greek system at MSU."
'.
LesbianGay Alliance spokesman Matt Gatson agrees the
campus is generally "a leader in
human rights and equal opportunity," though he notes that of an
estimated 2500 MSU gays, only
about 300 are active in his
organization. Some, he says, are
still afraid of being harassed if they

Gay student groups at
(CPS)
two large campuses have won
major victories since the start of
the new term, but anti-gasentiment flared at a third school
when a fraternity suspended one
of its members for being a
homosexual.
In Austin, Texas, home of the
University of Texas, 63 percent of
y

-

,
the electorate vetoed a measure join. ;
There is ample precedent on
that would have allowed landlords
to deny housing to people on the American campuses. In just the
last year, for example, a University
basis of sexual preference.
gay student
Austin of California-RiversidAs the bitterly-fough- t
election ended, the Oklahoma has been physically assaulted
Supreme Court ruled the twice and received threatening
University of Oklahoma had erred phone calls and letters.
The University of Denver
in denying the Gay Activist
refused to
..Alliance official recognition as a among others
gay
group
recognize
student
organization.
campus
'a
..
The GAA has been trying to because some student senators
deemed it improper to give any
gain recognition since 1976." This whole process has taken form ' of assent to "the gay
so long that a lot of people have lifestyle."
The University of San Francisco
been discouraged and dropped
out of the rnovemerif," says Steve refused to let a national women's
Keller, the GAA's acting ' group hold a conference on. the
e

1

-

Students Claim SGA Needs Revisions

if the Amnesty group's
function was actually "political" in
nature, they contacted Ken
PlusqueDec, Dean of Students, as
a
well as another school official
lawyer. Both Mr. PlusqueDec and
the lawyer advised the committee
that the Amnesty group seemed
clearly political, and to go ahead
and refuse to administer funds on

seeing the Wooster group become

by Sue Allen

(First of a two part series)
Many Wooster students feel
that the Student Government
Association's
Financial Affairs
Committee is not governing all

students equally and fairly.

According to several organizations the committee's disbursement of funds to campus groups is
neither consistent nor just. When
considering an organization that
hands out over $3,000 of the
College's money each quarter to
campus groups, it seems crucial
that we understand how the disbursement process is organized.
Yet there is an uproar of
disapproval among some students
with the "confusing" S.G.A.
meetings
and the "flippant"
process of handing out funds.
Each quarter extracurricular

a charter of the

unclear

London-base-d

Amnesty international. According
to an active member of the group,
one of its main activities is
educating the community about
people that are imprisoned
unconstitutionally
for their
beliefs. A second purpose of the
gipup is to organize and carry out

.

letter writing campaigns

to persuade church
leaders and politicians world-wid- e
to aid prisoners that should not be
attempting
punished.

Amnesty International of
Wooster applied to S.G.A. for
funds for this quarter's activities. A
list of the expenses which the
funds would be used for was
included in the request. Funds
wefe requested for general
operating costs such as supplies,
postage foe letter .writing
president.
campus because thegroyp campus groups have an campaigns,
and financing for.
But Keller says there is still admitted lesbian members..
apply to S.G.A. for emergency cables when prisoners
opportunity
to
anti-gaSome 20 University of Kansas
sentiment at the
much
money to cover clubs' operating were
great danger of being
Norman campus. "Our flyers and students disrupted a Gay Services'', costs. With over $8,000 of initial unfairlyinpunished.
posters have the shortest lifetime of Kansas dance last spring, while requests made for funds by
The Financial Affairs Commiton campus of any groups. People Yoyngstown , State University different groups this quarter, the tee,
which is comprised of
will just walk by and tear them up." senators refused to give $45 to a
Financial Affairs Committee was students, studied all fund requests
group
campus
women's
that
GAA
says
a
Keller
at
recent
that
.
forced to turn away some groups.
by a 'majority vote within the
meeting, "about 30 people showed wanted to screen,' a film called One such group was Amnesty and
decided whether to grant
group
Loving
Women.
Women
up and shouted obscenities and
International, and its members are each group's request or by how
But a number of Florida student
threw fireworks."
not satisfied with S.G.A.'s much to cut it. One of the
passed handling
In light . of the recent court governments ' recently
of the matter.
Financial Affairs Committee's
victory, however, Keller is more resolutions endorsing
guidelines
prohibited them from
optimistic. "In general, the campus sex in order to force a court test of
The students that comprise the disbursing funds to any group that
law
would
stop
new
that
state
a
gotten
us."
used
to
has
newly formed Amnesty Inter- was "political" in nature. Because,
But at Michigan State, which is funding any campus that
national have hopes of someday the students in F.A.C. were
one of the few colleges to officially recognizes a gay student group.
In a March precedent to the
torbid discrimination on the basis
of sexual habits, the Delta Sigma January Oklahoma ruling, a
Phi fraternity in early January Washington, D.C. court
suspended a brother, after determined Georgetown Univerdiscovering the student was also a sity could not legally bar
by Richardson House
The differences extend further.
member of the LesbianGay recognition of a gay student group
Last week Americans of all ages
While the 32nd president did as
Alliance.
there.
and ideological affiliations
thought most shrewd, the
In Austin in
MSU Intrafraternity Council
a celebrated - the centenary "of others
is not only a leader,,
president
40th
Vice President Gary Naeyaert fundamentalist group called the Franklin Delano Roosevelt's birth. he is a man of conviction and
will
impose
university
Decency
says the
Austin Citizens for
F.D.R. was a man revered in his unwavering principles. Mr;
sanctions on the house if it refuses sponsored the
time as a leader who carried
Reagan needed no staff to instruct
measure letting landlords keep America' through times unpara-leDeto obey the
how to deal with America's
him
gays out of their buildings on the
the student.
rule and
in our history- - That F.D.R.
problems. Mr.
surmounting
"I can easily see the policy being grounds that gay activists were
was popular is evidenced by the Reagan is not a product of his
upheld," Naeyaert .says. "My trying to take over the city fact that he was chosen four aides; they are more appropriately
greatest concern is that this action government.
consecutive times to pilot the products of their boss. Mr. Reagan
not be construed as typical of the
nation.
i
has been expounding his
- F.D.R. was a man described by Federalism for . 18 years with
his biographers and aides as foresight and acumen which
executive (both F.D.R. and most of his
by SskJn Figge
North Carolina Central University pragmatic, a chief
who contemporaries lacked; Nor was
Washington)
'
Albany
and
in
fabric
While rscism tears at the
since 1962. A distinguished
advice
willing
the
take
to
more
was
Mr. Reagan's Federalism created
of one society, nuclear war scholar, Thorpe is the author of
practice,
put
into
and
of
others
by
a speech writer.
If
aH.
any
many articles and books, including
threatens to annihilate us
than formulate his own policy. As
F.D.R. is respected because he
two major questions can be said to Black Historians: A Critique, The
assembled a dealt with problems in a way
have occupied our attention and Desertion of Man: A Critique of President, F.D.R
probably ho other man in. his day
challenged our confidence in the Philosophy of History, Eros respected group of progressive
up
the
dream
were
who
to
thinkers
have. His driving personality
could
existing social structures during and Freedom in Southern Life and
It was an extremely
Deal.
New
presence of a crippling'
in
the
surely
they
are
decades,
Thought
Old
Thought
last
and
the
of the
popular president, a desperate disease gave hope to a crippled
those of racism and nuclear South: A Psychohistory.
weapons. At various times and in Stephanie Shaw, Wooster people, and a cooperative nation. His administration's
would see this alphabet soup momentarily sated
various ways both have been Instructor of History, is a former .Congress which
alphabet
and
Deal
New
of
advocated,
fostered, if not indeed
student of Thorpe's. Professor programs become its- America's-govern- ing a dire people. Some students
the period go so far as to suggest
by institutions, on which we Thorpe's visit is sponsored by
ideology for half a that F.D.R. staved off a national
depend for our survival and
Black Studies and the Cultural
century.
grassroots revolt.
business government,
Committee.
Events
In 1982 the nation faces many
Ronald Reagan boasts qualities
schools, even churches.
some, such as foreign which go further than F.D.R.'s.
dilemmas,,
Wednesday's
convocaIn next
problems,' are, perhaps, far Mr. Reagan has personal and
tion, Earl E. Thorpe, Professor of
more formidable than F.D.R. had political savvy which has gently
Central
Carolina
History at North
to reckon with at anytime in his ( charmed his opponents into an
University; will combine these two
The domestic ignominious' position of running,
administration.
Funding
abortions
of
student
History
issues in his talk on "Black
economy,
to the policies .around the Hill taming reddened'
thanks
Month and the Threat of Nuclear with mandatory fee money is
F.D.R. is many behinds, and
initiated
under
in spite of extent
U.
An
alumni
Princeton
at
under
War."
complex than it was 40 national problems
has placed
Professor Thorpe, whose visit group claims the university sets times more
More,
ago.
due
years
50
hands. Mr.
or
America's
his
io
trust
into
every
aside'
of
student's
portion
a
to' the campus is in connection
America's emergence from the Reagan has the acumen which
with Black History Week, holds a health fee to pay for student
Second World War as a world most politicos lack, to foresee
B.A. from North Carolina College abortions. The - group says it
leader, foreign policy considera- potential problems arising out of
forcing
who
opposes
are
students
Ohio
from
history
in
and a Ph.D.
opposed
morally
to abortion' to tions have expanded beyond the hasty policies designed toward off
State University. He has taught at
North American continent to the temporary crises created by
is mounting a
pay
for
and
abortion
and
many colleges and universities
(cont. on p. 9) "
has served on the history faculty at campaign against this use of fees. entire world.
.-

--

--

with that action, and informed the
Amnesty group of its inability to
receive funds on the ground of its
"political" nature.

.

.

.

S.G-A-'-

the F.A.C.'s disbursement
policies.
Aside from inconsistencies

pointed out that FAC is not fair
in their evaluation process, raany
members .of-- . Amnesty "International felt that they; had
absolutely no say in the decision.
Jim Rustic, the "contact person"
tot Amnesry International, pointed
out that the process would have
been more equitable if his group
had had a chance to voice
before the decision to
refuse funds was made. "We were
not appealing, we just wanted a
fair chance to give our opinions."
said Rustic.
Furthermore. - Rustic ' nointed
out that he felt Amnesty Inter'
national's logic was bverrided by
F.A.C.'s reliance on holding Dean
Plusque Bee's opinion as truth.
Rustic felt very strongly that
PlusqueUec's view had too much
final
influence on the
decision.
While Amnesty International
members, as well , as other
students, pointed out the incon
sistencies m tne present sruoent
government system, the concerns
then-opinion- s

.

d

on

it

--

Cs

--

of the student government
members were also expressed.
Monica Bowin, chairperson for

--

--

well-bein- g

--

.

'

F-A.-

"

.

1

--

.

Abortion Protested

:

,

y,

Use of Fees for

in

the system, . many students

.

.

a

principle grievance raised was the
extent of eauaEtv practiced within

al

HERE AT WOOSTER

s

political." Consequently,

d

re-adm-

Mark

Hoffman, pointed out that S.G.A.
did disburse funds to other groups
which, in his opinion and the
opinions of many students,, were
definition. "A few of these
groups that did receive funds," '
Hoffman said, "are Soup and
Bread and Africa Week which are
by their purpose definitely r

KEEP UP the P.A.C.E.

now-defeate-

member,

International

-

anti-discriminati-

believed

fund disbursement. One Amnesty

y

mid-Januar-

International

that there are substantial incon- -

.

non-marit-

Amnesty

,

the Financial Affairs Committee,
was quick to point out that there is
a problem concerning the word

"political." This one word
contained in, the- F.A.C.'s
-

guidelines

numerous

apparently

caused

misunderstandings

. the
FAC. and the
student body as a whole. Asked

between

how the F.A.C.'s,. defined

"political,'' Bowin responded, 1
don't think there isa consensus on
the word, you must consider every
organization separately."
Bowin suggested that there is a

communication problem on

campus, and the students are not
aware of 5.U.A. happenings. She.
suggested that students who
would like to get involved should
(cont.

onp.8).

--
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MerriD Engages

SGA Questioned

Human Emotions

attend the weekly S.G.A.

(cant from p.

meetings.

by Kevin Crubb
has been a while since the
College's SpeechTheatre Dept.
has showcased student I.S.
productions. This quarter the
campus community has had the
good fortune to view two

FAC's disbursement
process. How to clarify the
process is a point of contention.
Do the FAC's guidelines for
funds disbursements need rewriting to form a better definition
of the concept "political?" Or do
the guidelines need to b reexamined in order to determine
whether a poBcy change in general
clarity in

senior-produce- d

light-hearte-

d

full-blow- n

moretadept in roles which have,

flaunted her magnificently

resonant soprano, but in those few
roles which have provided her with
the opportunity to incorporate
comedv with drama under the
auspices of a musical back-droshe has been the most successful.
More than less, When the Clock
Strikes Twelve is the best of Lee
Merrill:
actress, vocalist and
personality. The
play crystalizes her best roles in
past performances by giving her a
vehicle, the character of Jennifer
Alexander, through which she can
be alternatively despondent and
audaciously funny, touching on
the gamut of emotions in between.
Layered over the dialogue are
textured, well written melodies
(Karen Dann takes credit as
composer) which move Merrill's
lyrics in and out of the complexities of Jennifer Alexander as a
woman and as an actress.
The plot of When the Clock
Strikes Twelve is simplistic to the
point of becoming banal: Young,
attractive, aspiring New York City
p,

larger-than-lif- e

actress on the throes of

seeks professional
(enter Dr. Sheldon,
psychiatrist, never seen by the
audience though his presence is
depression
guidance"

for unresolved personal
andor professional crises. In the
course of five weeks a week
spread between each scene
s
is
Alexander's
articulated to Sheldon, and to the
audience, as little more than
common human disappointments
magnified by Alexander's career
choice in a city that is a hot bed for
hysterical actors. When the play
ends, Alexander is seemingly
secure in her newfound sense of
selfhood. But though the audience
has been rooting for her all along, it
seems like her process of
revelation has occurred a little too
fast.
Despite the play's rapidity,
which often sacrifices character
development to the short
running time, Merrill
successfully snares her audience
by concentrating on Jennifer's
accessible human foibles. A true
comic in the vein of Tomlin and
felt)

pseudo-neurosi-

--

90-mrnu-

te

Burnett, Merrill caricatures the
people surrounding Alexander's
life by emphasizing natural human

eccentricities

rather than

exaggerations.
For
abnormal
example, in scene two, Merrill
parodies Stanislovski's acting

-

Many Wooster students
recognize that there is a lack of

It

plays: Barb Brown's
Dames at Sea and Lee Merrill's
When the Clock Strikes Twelve.
This review concerns the latter
production, which was staged last
Wednesday, Friday and Sunday in
Shoolroy Theatre.
When the Clock Strikes Twelve
is a culmination of sorts for
Merrill's acting career at the
College. In her varied repertoire,
she has become involved in many
facets of the stage, from
Gilbert and Sullivan
operas (The
musicals to
Marriage of Figaro); playing a
miscellany of roles from plucky
prostitutes (Mother Courage) to
Greek tragediennes (Antigone).

7)

is needed regarding fund
Lee Merrill (above) and Karen Dann recently staged When the Clock Strikes Twelve at Shoolroy: disbursements?
,
"...full of sentiment without being sentimental." Photo by Sue Mertz.

iiit msztiaw
technique, The Method, by calling
attention to Aida, Alexander's

Stanislovskian
Munching on

Dames Sails to

acting coach.
a carrot,, an

Conm:Suass

exasperated Jennifer says:

"Today I had to be an orange. Der
you know how hard it is to be
round and seedless?" Aida is
satirized as a victim of society's
earnestness, its seriousness with
convention and its passion to be
real.
In the play's more sombre
moments, Merrill cynically reflects

by Daniel McKenty
From the cover of the program
to the last lingering note sung on
stage. Dames at Sea effectively
mocks the sickeningly sweet
American portrayed in Broadway
shows of the depressioned '30s.
The entire production is CAMP,
with intentionally overdrawn jokes
and overplayed themes. Even the
art deco and choreography is
parodied in ways that bring the
audience to their knees laughing.
The first number, "Wall Street,"
is sung by Mona Kent, a
glamorous Broadway star who is
obviously seasoned, and a bit past
her prime. Mona, played by
Christie Riesmeyer, tells us to
simply forget our present day
1

achieves a broad audience
response by making Alexander's
conflicts universal ones which can
be recalled by everyone in the

audience.
Merrill's dialogue is generally
quick and witty, though there are
some weak moments in the script.
While lines fike, "What fun is
sanity? You don't have anyone to
talk to when you're by yourself,"
are largely funny because of the
conviction with which Jennifer
says them, Merrill occasionally
struggles for the
"Cigarette smoking is like birth
control: It's not a good idea for
people." Usually,
her lyrics, which often express
ideas through images, triumph
over whatever weak dialogue
afflicts the script.
When the Clock Strikes Twelve
show;
was actually a
.

absent-minde-

belly-laug-

audience.

h:

n

Karen Dann's memorable,

haunting melodies buttressed
Merrill's own strong lyrics. Dann's
prowess as a composer is a key
factor in the play's achievement.
Together, the two women have
written a musical spoof which
manages to be lull, of sentiment
without becoming sentimental.

Joan, a spunky Broadway
dancer who knows all of the ropes,
and a few of the sailors, is played
by Joan Marriott. Lucky, a sailor
friend of Dick's is played by John
Ebert. They reunite in the theatre
and fantasize a honeymoon by
train in the number "Choo Choo
Honeymoon." The dancing is
good and the singing excellent. All
in all, it's one of the best numbers
in the musical.
"The Sailor of My Dreams." a
song sung by Ruby about her
newfound love, Dick, is integrated
with a slide show showing Dick in
d
situation
every silly
possible. McGraw 's singing lacks
power, but the number is so
funny that no one takes
-

d

two-woma-

cares and go to WaO Street, where
the action is. The number is bad
by any standard and, while
Riesmeyer's inability to sing and
dance add later to the comic
nature of the production, it is an
unfortunate first impression of an
otherwise good musical.
Wall Street becomes. a 42nd
Street Theatre and a little girl from
Utah gets her first job as a dancer
on Broadway, and happens to fall
in love with the first man she
meets, a sailor from her home
town who happens to be a song
writer. The two numbers that
maYk their meeting, "It's You" and
"Broadway Baby," are completely
corny and entirely enjoyable.
Jamie Haskins, Dick, and Sarah
McGraw, Ruby, do a wonderful
job at instantly falling in love, and
the show is back on track with the
all

acknowledges the many

--

-.

V

The cast of Barb Brown's production of Domes at Sea, staged last
week in Freedlander Theatre.

love-craze-

side-splitting- ly

notice.
"Singapore Sue", a number
sung by Ebert and Company is a

'

the musical. The choreography;
with umbrellas opening and folding
lyrics of the
to the "pitter-patter- "
raindrops, is nothing short of
hysterical.
Dick and Ruby continue singing

sad love ballad about an Oriental
love far away. The number is
of
includes

chock-ful- l

.

seemingly unrelated women who
constitute the totality of Jennifer
Alexander, and sings: "What the
world's most afraid of is what I am
inside." Again, Merrill successfully

'-

.

on her own "righteous"
upbringing, paying special

attention to the inconsistencies of
what is practiced with what is
preached by fathers, ministers and
lovers. Though Alexander's
monologues are often rambling,
true to Jennifer's own nature,
Merrill wisely uses each song to
clarify . Jennifer's emotional
complexity. In When the Clock
Strikes Twelve Merrill sings:
was suddenly not
"Innocent
something I was proud to beI
used to be proud," the audience
immediately shared her sense of
lost youth
the pressure to grow
up quickly has denied her honest,
child like innocence. Later, in
"What I Am Inside," the actress

....

--

well-playe-

one-liner- s

d

-

and
so much goofy
choreography it's impossible not
to laugh..
Tlennessy, director of the
near-defun-

Dames

--

and dancing in "There's

ct

Something About You." and the
At Sea last
three numbers, "The Echo

production, and played by Peter
SQva, does more acting than
singing throughout the musical.
The hyperactive, undirected and
worried image of the character is
well brought out. and S3va
manages to maintain his character
to the very end.
Jew tries to comfort her friends
while the W.P-tears down the
theatre in which Dames At Sea is
supposed to start. The number,
"Good Times Are Here To Stay."
involves the entire cast and
produces weak singing and equally
weak choreography; nevertheless,
the number improves toward the
end and provides a suitable ending
to a good first act.
Act "Two takes place on the
battleship, where the production
of Dames At Sea has been moved
thanks to Mona's feminine
influence with the captain. The
first two numbers, "Dames Af
Sea" and The Beguine," are fair,
with the choreography much
better than the singing. . The
Captain, played by Chris Causey,
is a comical
commander - with an obvious
weakness for Mona.
"Raining In My Heart," a
number sung by Ruby and the
chorus, is the comical hjcihpomt of

Waltz," "Star Tar and "Let's
Have A Simple Wedding," are as
full of camp as the rest of the show.
The musical is a hard one to
direct, and tribute must be paid.to
Barb Brown, who both directed
and choreographed the entire

--

production.

Tight technical

and a good chorus
rounded the musical and made it a
virtuoso performance. More than
talent, the show smacks of fun,
good times and hope for a future
that's better than the present. ..
directing

A.

--

CLASSIFIEDS
ABORTION: Akron Women's
Clinic offers safe, personalized
and confidential abortions up
through 15 weeks. Birth Control

Clinic. Lowest Fees. ADC
accepted. 513 West Market St
Can ton free

100-36-2

9150.

WORK WANTED

quasi-authoritari- an
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QUALITY TYPING DONE
Based oh two
$1.50 per page
day's notice and materials furExtra, for graphs and
nished,
rush orders. Paula Webb
264-769-

Camera Shop
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Huge Discounts on Photographic Paper
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Monday
official
U.S.
that
said
.Washington A State Department
military aid to Salvador ts going tobe alme&M ripted this fist al year. The
money, according fa the official,"amounts to $55 million irr military
-

assistance to the junta.The money is part of a ;discretionary fund
available to the President, and he does not need congressioriarapproval.
Emergency economic aid is also being planned for El Salvador and other

'
'
'
'.
Latin American nations.
- ,
Warsaw Consumer prices in Poland are to rise this week by up to
350, according to sources inside the military"government. Western
diplomats expect work slowdowns and "sickouts" to occur as the result
of a message, smuggled out by interned Solidarity leader Lech Walesea
calling for such measures. Recent disturbances have been reported in
"

Gdansk.

'

.."

'

--

:

'

.

''

-

:
.
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-by Steve Nye (
Once in a while, a member of
The CoTlege of Wooster faculty
displays hisher own talents on
campus. From January 28 to
February 19, Rebecca Seeman,
who teaches- - studio , art, . is '
displaying her latest sculptures in
the Severance Art Gallery. The
". title of her exhibition is Naturally,

"'

Washington - President Reagan seeks to increase fiscal 1983 military
aid to both Egypt and Israel. Aid to Egypt is reported at $400 million to
$1.7 billion, and Israel's share is said to be $300 million to,$1.9'billion.
Neither Mideast nation is said to be happy about the new amounts.
fighters, capable of carrying
Washington - Cuba received new MIG-2atomic weapons, from the Soviets, Assistant Secretary of State Thomas
Enders told a senate panel this week. President Reagan is expected to
criticize Cuba's military buildup in a coming speech, and may assert that
Moscow is violating a 1962 accord banning shipment of offensive
weapons to the island.
nation;;
,
Washington - Treasury Secretary Donald T: Regan, in his strongest
public attack to date, blamed the Federal Reserve Board last week for
high interest rates, and urged a somewhat easier money policy this year
than the Fed plans.
Washington Vice President Bush's limousine was struck Tuesday by
what the police and Secret Service are calling a projectile. No one was
injured, and Bush continued his normal daily routine under heavy guard.
District of Columbia police have searched the area of the street where
: v
the projectile hit.
Washington - The general downward trend of the prime interest rate
has reversed causing troubles on Wall Street and great concern amongst
the. Reagan administration. .Monday, Citibank, the nation's second
largest bank, raised its prime from1S percent to 16" .'percent. Crocker
National Bank, the nation's twelfth largest, immediately followed suit.
1

3

f
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the dark shadows. Other

sculptures stress their unique
a few emphasize the
basic construction to create the
form. For example, the maquette
clearly emphasizes the
. Lean-Twconstruction to create the form.
The title of this sculpture is rather
typical: it merely describes the
structure of the sculpture.'
Within the exhibition, the sculptures on the first floor are
constructed of weathered wood,
and the ones on the second floor
e
are constructed of
giant popside sticks. These
sculptures are full of character and
are a fine representation of
modern abstract art. The artist
has described her style as Modern,
University of Akron on March 10, f but also has admitted that she is
: 1982 at Guzzetta Recital Hall on.? moving closer to
typical
the University of Akron campus, 7 She applied some
'
colors, soft pastels, on
only a few surfaces. The .
structures, however, are rather
form while
o

-

.

--

:

lumber-shaped-lik-

--

Gallagher Publishes Trumpet Sonata
Sonata for . Sob Trumpet,,,
an --"original composition by
Assistant Professor of Musk Jack
Gallagher, has been accepted for
publication by The Brass Press of
Nashville, Tennessee, The Sonata

"'

Post-Modernis- m.

"

Post-Mode- m

--

was given its premiere

P.A.G.E.

(cont. from p. 7)
longstanding neglect.
It took a great leader in FX).R.
to guide America through social'
and economic depression and
war. It will take a leader who has
principle and gumption enough to
pilot . us out of, ironically; the
problems which were occasioned
by the abuses of F.D.R.'s policies.
That leader is Ronald Reagan, a
leader who House ., Speaker
Thomas O'Neill, recently called a"
"man of principle, who believes
something needs io be done, and

performance last May at the
Willoughby School of the Arts by
Harry Herforth, a former member
of the Cleveland Orchestra who is
presently Professor of Trumpet at
Kent State University. Last spring
Gallagher's Toccata for Brass
Quintet," which has received
more than 50 performances
throughout the United States and
Europe, was also published by The .
Brass Press.
Recently Dr. Gallagher has
completed a new sonata for solo
tuba which wiD be premiered by.
Professor Tucker Jolly- - of the. does
'-

-

-

--

,

it."--

formal, which is a characteristic of Modernism. Modernism

To clarify a point in last week's
Voice article, "Storage Problems
Increase for F3es as Student
Records Go Up in Smoke," due to

a misunderstanding- it was
incorrectly ' reported that- - the
College was required by law to
retain the student folders for 1920
through 1975 graduates. Rather
than
requirement, the
decision to keep the older files was
one solely of the Executive Staff of
the College in 1974. According to
-

-a-ny-legal
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7 The title of the exhibition
'clevertyc5escribes the nature of
Seeman's wood, sculptures. The
sculptures demonstrate a variety
of forms created by five to 25
pieces of wood naturally notched
'
together. These sculptures, in
both the upstairs and downstairs
. galleries, are clearly structures to"
define space around and within
themselves. This means the space
around and within each sculpture
has its own character. Some sculptures place more emphasis on the
colors, but usually as a contrast to

,z
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is part of her "Naturally Notched"
Rebecca Seeman's "Lean-Two- "
exhibit on display in Severance until Feb. 19. Photo by Meg Wehrty.
sculptures. Indeed, - there are
several ways of experiencing the
seems concerned with . the sculptures besides just looking at ..
processes of her - sculptures. them. A few of Seeman's
Finally, one other crucial aspect of weathered wood sculptures are on
c
1
in Seeman's a human scale.--'-floor,
the sculpsecond
.
the
On
sculptures is the use of
namely tures look very different. They are
material,
inexpensive
scrap wood and standard grade all imitations of giant size popside "'.
lumber. It is a myth to think that sticks naturally notched together.
expensive material is required to Each piece is about six feet long
create outstanding sculptures." cut with a pgsaw. Seeman also
Post Modernism is becoming applied some soft pastel colors to
increasingly popular and was create subtle cirtctions between
identified as early as 1970. One art surfaces. One example is Portico
critic, Kim Levin, who wrote many which is shaped Eke the porticoes
articles on
art and found in, classical architecture.
architecture, considers this style She used antique white on the
to be playful and full of doubt. It is - ' inside and peach color on the
,J
.i,.
often tolerant of ambiguity, con- edges of each, lumber.
.The exhibition in Severance Art
tradiction, complexity : and
Building is a demonstration of
incoherence.
different structures having their
wood
Most
weather
the
of
:
sculptures on the first floor are own identity; thus, the structures
maquettes. Maquettes are models r create their own titles. The best
e
time to see mem is during the day
sculptures.
of potential
model-sizwhen
.the daylight- - effectively .
e
Because these are small
sculptures, one might imagine, creates the shadows which are a Z
oneself as being a miniature and part of the sculptures. Severance
moving in and out of these Art Building is open everyday.
deals with the visual elements such
as materiaLand process. Seeman

.

1

;'

Post-Modernis- m
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:
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Post-Mode- m

.

.
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-
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Dean PhisqueDec, as well as the
"historical value" the folders
represent, the Staff felt some
record of those students beside
the transcript should be retained;
since the majority of the students
in question did not have the

opportunity

to establish

..

--

--

-

credentials files in CPPS," the Staff
believed it would be unfair to
destroy their folders. The Voice
apologizes for this error.

DONTFORGET

"

YOUR VALENTINE!
Carnation orders are being taken
in Lowry today; and tomorrow.
is $1 per flower, which
-

will-

-

be delivered to your

Valentine's door. Choose a color
with a message, or write one of
your own.';
"'.',".
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Seerrian "Naturally Notches" in Severance Galleries

,

e-price

by Daniel McKenty
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Student Controversy Results
Decision
Over
much chance
Anti-Abortio-

n

Sacramento. CA (CPS) A bill
that would allow California
students to withhold a portion of
their student fees that might help
pay for campus abortions has
surprised its sponsor, and made it
out of a state legislature
committee.

The Senate Education

Committee

in

mid-Januar-

y

approved the bill, which lets
students at all state community
r
colleges deduct an
and
four-yea-

uncertain amount from their
student fees if they don't want to
pay for student abortions.
"I didn't see it passing out of
(committee),"
(the) education
exulted Daniel Grimm, aide to
Republican Sen. John Doolittle,
who sponsored the bill.

students around
the country have periodically tried
to withhold a portion of their fees
as protests against . abortion
activities on their campuses. In
California in 1977, three Berkeley
Anti-abortio-

n

students were temporarily
suspended for withholding fees.
Few, however, give the

of

bill

California

bills
passage this year. "Pro-liffinance
(the)
in
well
do
don't
e

(committee)," Grimm says.
Curtis Richards, a spokesman
for the California State Student
Association, which lobbied against
the bill, says all local student
groups including the California
Student Lobby, representatives of
the California State University
system and the Community
are
Colleges Student Lobby
united in their opposition.
"We don't see ir getting past the
legislature, but it will probably be
back next year," Richard says.
Asked if the bill would also
students to
allow, say,
withhold fees that might support
nuclear research in the state.
Grimm explained, "We're not
saying everybody has a right to
object. We're only saying choice
should be provided when it is a
very important issue, and when a
choice can be given without
impairing education."
anti-nucle-

Tr

--

74-5-
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All American Gloria Banks led
all scorers with 23 points. Pam
Chapman poured in 21 to lead the
Scots. Lisa Mullett was also in
double figures with 13. Amy Smith

of the Scots scored nine.
Chapman swept the boards
clean to the tune of 12 rebounds.

"A

Bttttr Wayto By Books"

The Academic Book Club has
expanded the idea of a
traditional book club into a
completely new and unique
--

concept.

SAVE

20-4- 0

Save up to 80
on selected

e

titles.

NO GIMMICKS
NO HIDDEN CHARGES
AND NO HARD SELL

e
Just low. low prices every day

of the year: unlimited
choice of books:
and fast, efficient, personal
service on every order.
ACADEMIC
U.S.A.:

Cimti
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by Sydney Smyth
Wooster's men's swim team
was defeated by Kenyon College
Reserve with
and
scores of 67 to 28 and 48 lo 47
respectively at a double dual meet
held last Friday. January 29 at
Kenyon. but clobbered Ohio
Wesleyan (73 to 29) Saturday,
January 30 and destroyed Oberlin
by a decisive 60 to 51 score,
Wednesday, February 3.
Despite the losses. Wooster
swam weD at Kenyon. Rick
Andrew won the 1000 free in
10:31.09. Bill Mayo took the 50 free
(23.17) while Tom Rancich won
the 200 I.M. (2:08.35). Rancich also
took second in the 200 fly
(2:05.49). John Keiter grabbed the
100 free (50.84) while Mark
Dowdall captured the 200 back
(2:10.97). Dowdall also placed
third in the 200 I.M. (2:15.53).
Important Wooster points were
added by Al Gerard, third in the
200 free (1:59.91). Rick Wurster.
Case-Wester- n

7)

same categories.
"We were pleased with the
entire game. We beat them by four
points in the second half," said
Coach Nan Nichols. "Just before
the game, the Malone coach said
that they had beaten Defiance by
33. Then, when we only lost by 17,
I didn't feel so bad." The Scots had
in the game
lost to Defiance,
previous to the Malone game.
The Scots' last win was against
Walsh on January 19, at home.
The road ahead doesn't look much
easier. The Scots face, or will have

Ohio

by David Means
The men's indoor track team
got off to a racing start last Friday
night at Delaware. The Scot
runners scored only 17 points
against the powerful Wesleyan
team who won the meet with a
score of 90 points. Tri State scored
75 points to capture the second
place position.
Despite the low score, coach
Tim Breiner was pleased with the
effort. "The fact that we actually
have men willing to work out in the
winter is a tribute to their
dedication to the sport." he said.
"We don't have the indoor facility
necessary for good speed and
technical work."
One pleasant surprise was the
-

and

Cedarville.
The Lady Bishops are under
.500, but "always get up and play a
good, game against us," said
Nichols. Cedarville is always
tough, but "is nothing tike
Malone," Nichols, added. The
Cedarville contest is tomorrow at
2:00 in Timken.

"

Give Your

BOOK CLUB

-

third in the 200 back (2:14.60). Bill race for second place at the State
Andrew, second in the 500 free meet, between Wooster, Oberlin.
(5:07.66). and John Ebert. second , and Denison, this was a decisive
win for the Scots. Rick Andrew"
in the 200 breast (2:31.53).
Saturday, the Scots had an again won the 1000 free ( 10:24.85),
amazing meet against OWL), white taking seconds in the 500
winning almost every event. .R. free (5:08.35) and the 200 fly
Andrew won the 1000 free (2:11.5). Bill Andrew won the 200
(10:35.10) while brother Bill took free (1:52.6). Rancichv grabbed
200 I.M: (2:07.0) and
the 500 free (5:10.90). Mayo firsts in the
fly (2:09.1), .while Mayo
200
the
captured the 200 free (1:54.28)
while Pete Lawson won the 100 won the 100 free (50. 18) and the 50
free (22.67). Mike Weber touched
I.M. (2:21.36). Dowdall took the
in right behind Mayo in the 50 free
200 fly (2:14.17) and Keiter won
in 22.68 to take second. Ebert
the 100 free (51.35). while Rancich
an important first in the 200
added
captured the 200 back (2:20.53)
and Wurster grabbed the 200 breast (2:27.35).medley relay of
The 400
breast (2:34.35).
Dowdall, Ebert, Rancich and '
The 400 medley relay of Keiter,
a commanding lead
Wurster, Rob Corts and Dowdall Wurster-too-k
to take first in 3:47.0, while the 400
(4:03.3) and the 400 free relay of
Corts, Bob Black, Gerard and free relay of Wurster, Mayo,
Weber and Keiter made the
Keiter (3:35.05) both took first
final with a first place finish
victory
places.
3:19.7.
of
Wednesday, the men had an
The men will be at home
awesome meet against Oberlin.
Saturday, February 6,
tomorrow,
Since it will probably be a close'
against Wittenberg at 2 p.m.
.

.

Men's Indoor Track Squad Provides Pleasant Surprise

9,

Wesleyan

mid-wint- er

Scots Swim Well; Splitting Four Meets in Six Days

1,

62-4-
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Maribeth Bentler and Kris Leslie
had 10 and 9, respectively. The
total in rebounds went to Malone,'
but the Scots outrebounded
the Lady Pioneers, 21 to 19, in the
second half.
The Scots shot 32 (22 69) from
the field and 65 (1320) from the
foul line. The Lady Pioneers hit
)
in the
41
and 52 (14-2-

49-4-

--wr-

Bejeweled in icy splendor, these tree branches display the frosty result of last Sunday's
monsoon. Photo by Meg Wehriy.

-
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Fall to Talented Malone
Women
bv Dane Bryan
The women's basketball team
lost Saturday to an always tough
It was the
Malone team,
Women Scots' third straight
start.
defeat after an

ul &h

Caaa Vtimin. Nav Vark OMHM
ms WMIImiaii at..
Kill
Oat. K7L 5C7
A
Ajaataraara.

combined efforts of Earle Wise Stafford Harrell and Chris Kline.
and Craig Eisenfelder in the long Baird Tan a fine 600 race pulling
jump. Eisenfelder took a second ahead in the last 220 to capture
place with a jump of 20''4", while second place with a time of 1:17.6.
.Wise scored fourth place with a Stafford Harrefl scored in the 60
Wll". This was their first attempt . with a time of 6.7 seconds. Chris
at jumping this year. Wise also Kline, a sophomore, captured
scored- a first place in the fourth place in the 300 with a time
high jump with a 5'1 1" effort. Also of 35.5. This was Kline's first effort'
scoring in the jumping events was since high school.
A number of other runners and
John Brookshire. who took' fourth
of
field event people did well in the
place in the triple with a distance
meet. Despite the low score, the
3611".
Only one Scot entered the pole team demonstrated a strong
vault. Mike Smith, a senior, picked effort. Freshman Al Jacobsen ran
up a fourth place with a vault of 13 - a fine 4:38 mile, while Steve Corro,
feef. This was also' Mike's first a. senior Running for his first time
attempt at a field event this year. "on the team, ran a 36.00 300 race.
In the running events, points
The team did .not score many
were scored by' Andy Baird, points, but they were up against
two of the best schools in the
BEALL AVE.
region.
ECON-O-WAS- H
The team's next meet is the
(Just North of the College)
Denisorv University Livingston
Relays tomorrow morning.
Laundry
24 Hour Coin-O-p
-

m1i, W

la. Ftrat Ciaas tun I.
CalaaaH II. Sri Lanka
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A Special Message

Day
A BALLOON IN A BOX!
This Valentine's

A slver.
. Coda
Dsta.
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Plana tall ma. without any obligation on
iiiy part, how I can oroar tat fnyaatf and tar
iny frlanrJa arrrwrhnra in tha world any boon
hi prim, from any publlshar. from any country,
in almoat any languaga.
Tall mm m addition how I can sava 20- on tnaaa books rotmng rha ACADCMIC BOOK
mambarshK
CLUB and paying
taa aa taw aa
t at dairy (18.90 annually).
I unaaratand that ona of tha faatiaaa of tha
club is that I am not now. nor will I ayar ba.
undar any obfigorJon wltsuanai to buy any
particular book or Quantity of books from
Acadsnuc Book Cluk.
PLEASE PRINT:
Clrcia appi opt lata aobrawiattonals): Or Prof.
Rav. Mr. Mrs. Miss Ms!
heoit-shope- d.

heSum

balloon rising out of o classy,
wrote box is a novel way to
deftver your Valentine. Order
yours today. Pfc It up In lowry
to oetvery if personoty.

a tnirylnrvertMtobieQjM A
bouquet of 12 heBum boBoorts
defected with o singing,
Send

V

f--

telegram to your Valentine!
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COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT AT THE MOVIES

NOW PLAYING
TIME
BANDITS
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ABSENCE

OF MALICE

Weekdays - 5:30, 7:45. 18:00 (first show-$2- )
Weekends - 12:30, 3:00, 5:30, 7:45, 10:00 (matinees-$2- )

ONLY $1.50 ON MONDAYS

CALL

LYRIC TWIN CINEMA

DAIXCONG

You must show your College I.D.
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Resurgent Scots Gaptur
by Dave Bryan
Led by OAC Player of the Week
Chris Thomas, the Fighting Scots
basketball - team surged to two
victories in the past week. The
Scatsdowned Baldwin Wallace,-.-

in the first -- beat "us.-- Our boxing' out on
A good, defense hurt-u- s against Marietta,
:
shooting performance . by the ; and that allowed them to stay in
; - Scots, 58
was more than the game," the - Scot; mentor .
... equalized by the Scots' inability to : commented.
"Orterbein can hit
'
- .
.. '.. '
box out.
from the outside. They have twoof
-- The Scots kept putting
ManeharB4-53- r
be bal-l- "the league's top-thrscorers in
in the hoop during the second half.
, Thomas had an excellent week.
Stewart and Guanciale. We might
He scored 23 points in the B-Lee Svete tied the game at 40 on a '. have to do something different to
game.-alo'nnice pass-- from Alan Wentz and "stop them."'
with 11 rebounds. He
:
was fouled. Svete missed the shot,
waS'still hot of hand on Saturday
With a newfound offensive
night, scoring 19 to lead the team. ?, but the Scots were oh the roll after : attack that gets the ball inside for
i
;'.V,v;Thomas grabbed seven rebounds. that.
.easy hoops, the Scots have been
Wentz finally put the Scots scoring consistently. "We are
against Marietta, also.
ahead to stay with 6:50 left in the getting better movement of the
The Scots enjoyed leads of 11
game: He popped a jumper in to ball, reversing direction and
and 15 against B-at different
give the Scots a
lead they setting baseline screens to get
points in the first and second half,
never gave up.
but it all came down to the foul fine
people open for easy shots,"
in the last ten minutes of the game.
The Scots shot 60 (298) from Coach Van Wie said. The shots
The Scots scored 20 of 21 foul
the field. Chris Thomas was
we have been taking are high
shots in the second half to seal the from the floor and scored 19. Jesse -- percentage and we are hitting
Smith hit 9 11 (82) and slammed
win.
them."
The 95 performance (23 27, home two hoops in the last minute
Orferbein is
in the OAC at
85 overall) was 29 better than
brought the crowd to its feet, this point. They played Kenyon on Chris Thomas, OAC Player of the Week for January 27th through .
that
the Scots had been shooting prior v roaring with approvaL He scored Wednesday. The Scots then travel the 30th, lays one in against Marietta. Jesse Smith and a host of
18 in the game. Svete was the only to Ohio Wesleyan to face the Pioneers await the rebound in the Scot win. Photo by John
to the game. In fact, in their last
two games, the Scots have hit 74
'!
other scorer in double figures with Bishops next Wednesday. They Ladner.
of their foul shots
12.
That has
have a
record at this point, and
been one of their keys to victory.
With passing being the key to are
overall.
The other big factors that have the offense, every Scot has to be
The Scots- - will have already-play-ed
led the Scots to victory are an
able to see the open man for a
Muskingum ' on Wednesimproved defense and a suddenly
hoop. Kevin NewbiD is the only day. The Muskies. are the top
potent offense. .The defense,
starter that doesn't have more ranked defensive squad in the
except for the first half against
than 30 assists. Beal leads the OAC, giving up just 50 points per
Marietta, has been forcing teams
team with 50.
game.
"We started the season with a
to shoot from the outside. The
WifrT five games remaining in
offense, directed by Ron Beal, has
zone defense. That soon Conference action, the Scots can
and that has steadily improve their record to
come alive with less dribbling and became a
This
been improving all year," said might put them in the thick of the
more passing to the basket for
quick and easy hoops:
Coach Al Van Wie. "Last week battle, but only if they continue to
v
Against the Pioneers, the Scots'
was the best our defense has been play with the consistency they
d
t
all season."
zone slipped a little as the average
have shown in the last two games.
We want to make teams shoot
size Marietta squad got too many
consistently from the outside .to
offensive rebounds. The Pioneers
77-67.an-

only shot 35
half,, but led.
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Confident Women Runners Pace Field at Mount Union

bv Katharine L. Blood' '
The" College ' of r. Wooster
women's track team gained a win
and some confidence by winning
nine out of 13 events Friday,
January 29. at Mt. Union. The
women Scots easily won the meet

with 106 points, followed by Mt.
Union with 86, Baldwin-Wallac-e
.
with 36 and Central State with 25.
"I was satisfied with the results.
The team accomplished what we
set out to do," said coach Craig
Penney.
.. Charlene Kemp led the team
with three firsts in the long jump,
55 meter dash and the 55 meter
hurdles. "Charlene had three outstanding early season perform-

.

Willis, garnered a
sprinter, Pam
another middle distance event,
first for the-- Scots in the 300 meter ' Katie Blood took yet another first
dash with the time of 44.0 and also in the 600.
came back and placed third in the ..Theresa deGuzman led the
400 meter dash.
distance runners winning the two
Sue" Roberts again turned in a mile with the fine time of 11:27.8.
fine performance winning the Karin Hauschik
and Wendy
1,000 ; meter run and placing
Bowman added a third and a
second in the 400. Mandy Burr fourth in the same event.
finished close behind Roberts in
Rounding off the first places was.
the 1,000, finishing second. Burr Carrie Bell who won the shot put
also grabbed another first for the with a hurl of 359".
thin clads in the 800 with Rachel
The women will travel to the
Swanger arid Heather Blackie at Pittsburgh
Invitational Friday,
her heels for fourth and fifth. In February 6.

(Ciitli life"

--

--

.

"

,

-
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,

ances. She has nothada chance to
practice long jumping at all this
season and she won easily,"
praised coach Penney. Another
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Women Claim Four Victories
by Sydney Smyth

The Wooster women swimmers
lost to rival Kenyon College
68-5-

9,

but toppled Case Western

Reserve
at a double-dua- l
meet held last Friday, January 29.
Despite the loss, the Scots
qualified five women for Nationals.
Saturday, January 30, they
overwhelmed Ohio Wesleyan and
Mt. Union with dominating scores
of 119 to 95 to 32, and then
destroyed Muskingum Tuesday,
Feb. 2 with a score of 69 to 49.
Sherri Sterling, who has already
qualified in the 1650 free and the
200 free, had an outstanding meet
Friday, qualifying in the 400 1.M. in '
a time of 4:58.07 which earned her
first place. She also took first place
in the 200 free (2:03.87) and first in
the 1000 free against Kenyon.
95-3- 1

Sterling

then joined

Marrie
Neumer, Deb Allen by and Susan
Allan to qualify their 800 free relay
in 8:20.92, well under the National
qualifying time of 8:24.46.
Allan went on to swim her
personal best time in the 100 fly
(1:04.21) to take first. Neumer's
100 free time of 58.6 put her first
against Case, while Jen Rodgers'
clocking of 26.6 gave her first in the
50 free. Amy Russ took first in the
200 breast (2:39.36) and firs
against Case in the 100 breast
(1:13.9). The 400 medley relay of
Lisa Bove, Russ, Allan .and Romig
captured first place against Case

(4:25.81). Amy McCIumpha
captured firsts on the one and
three meter boards.
Saturday the women took 10
out of the 16 firsts. Nancy Jo
McMillan captured the 50 breast
(36.28) while Russ took the 100
free (5732). Allan, who touched in

-

right behind Russ in the 100 free
(57.88). won the 200 free (2:04.70).
McCIumpha took first places in

fO!4

IK'

both one and three meter boards
(145.50 and 186.85 respectively).
Neumer captured the 50 free
(26.73) while Sterling won the 100
fly (1:05.59). Anne Howes won the

200 1.M. in 2:29.01. The 200 medley
relay of Bove, McMillan, Howes
and Neumer won, while the 200
free relay of Russ Rodgers, Howes
and Allan took first with a time of
1:48.33.

Tuesday the women had an
exceptional meet, winning every
event. Russ won the 50 breast
(34.83), the 100 I.M. (1:06.22) and
the 100 breast (1:15.21), while
Sterling captured the 100 free
(56.29) and the 100 back (1:09.7).
Allan took the 100 fly (1:05.9) and
the 100 free (2:05.78). Rodgers
won the 50 back (32.31) and took
first in the 50 fly (28.9) with Allenby
following second (29.9) and Allan
third (30.68).
Howes won the 500 free
(5:38.51) while Anne Douglass
captured the 50 free (29.26). The
200 free relay of Rodgers, Romig,
Sterling and Allan (1:47.25) and
the 200 medley relay of Bove,
McMillan, Allenby and Romig
(2:03.9) both took first places and
are within seconds of qualifying for
Nationals. Kathy Marshall swam
her personal best time in the 100
free, adding a third place, while
Karen Christen added seconds in
the 100 back and the 200 I.M.
The last home meet for the
Scots will be Saturday, Feb. 13,
against Ohio Northern. The four
seniors will be recognized at this
meet which starts at 1:00.

Alan Wentz brings the ball upcourt against Marietta's tight pressure. Lee Svete is in the background. The Scots won 64-5-3.
Photo by John Ladner.

McCarthy Decision Pivotal as Scots Win Over Princes
hung in there but was defeated
remaining in the third
with
period.
McCarthy escaped a pin in the
last few seconds and picked up a
win. Wooster needed a pin and a

by Al Cleveland

wrestlers edged
Heidelberg 23 21, but it was
Dennis McCarthy who came up
with a decisive win to lead
The

Scot

05

.--

6-- 3

Wooster over Heidelberg.

decision to go ahead of

Wooster over Heidelberg.
Kim Lance continued to be
outstanding and recorded a pin
with 1:23 gone in the first period
and captured an exhibition win,
nailing his opponent with just 1:14

Heidelberg.

decision against Jordy Rich from

State.
Srock placed second in the 190
pound weight class. He picked up
decision in his first match, but
a
He
lost , his second match
s
and
advanced to the
decision and then
won easily a
won a
overtime decision after
the final six minute regulation
period had ended. Newburger of
Ball State defeated Srock 19-- for
the championship.
Schmid, a freshman, wrestled at
118 pounds. He was eliminated
because of two first round losses.
The (jLCA tournament is this
weekend and the Scots hope to
finish in the middle of the pack,
There will be three teams from
Indiana and one from- Michigan,
but .the College of Wooster
wrestling team hopes to beat at
least two teams at the championships at Wabash "College on
February 5 and 6.
Illinois

6-- 3

8-- 7.

semi-final-

9-- 2

John Srock ended the meet with
a Scot win pinning opponent Ron
Domitzen with two seconds left in
the opening period.
Wooster had a strong showing
at the Redskin Open.' Lance
extended his streak to 15 wins with
15 pins, but was defeated in a 12--

expired.
Lance wrestled first and paced
the Scots. At 118 pounds. Bob
Schmid lost his match because of a
riding time decision but Curtis "decision.
Wooster was the only Division
Lloyd won a
decision at 126.
Tom Wood matted his III school entered, and other teams
opponent with 59 seconds gone in included were Ball State, Indiana
the second period, making the State, Illinois State, and Lincoln
College.
score 15-- Wooster 's advantage.
Lance pinned Craig Foliano of
Chip Junkin substituted for
Pete Myers at 150 pounds (injured Indiana State with six seconds left.
knee) and was concerned about With only 29 seconds left, he then
Tony Munafo, Student Princes ATI pinned Greg Still of Lincoln
OAC wrestler, pinning him. He College. He also picked up a
6

7-- 3

6,

.

.

6-- 5

--

5-- 0
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-

-
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Pcppcroni
SMALL

LARGE

12"

14"

8 pieces

$3.60
4.35
.5.10
5.85
6.60
7.35
8.10
8.85
9.60
Item 75 extra

Plain
One Topping
Two Toppings
"
Three

Four

"

Five

Six

Seven

"

Eight

Each

12

pieces

$4.75
5.60
6.45
7.30
8.15
9.00
9,85
10.70
1 1 .55
85 extra

Each Item

B.B.Q. BIBS tnt
Hours
Regular
Delivery Hoars
11:00
11:00
Thurs.
Mon.
10:30
5:00
Thurs.
Mon.
1:00
11:00
Fri. Sat.
12:30
Fri. Sat. - 5:00
t2t

-

-

PM
PM -

--

PM
PM

PHONE

-

-

345-571- 1

AM
AM -

--

PM
AM

2

I

Sauscoo

3
Harsbarccr

4
Mushrooms

5

6

:

Succt

-

Peppers
7

-

.

.

-

Hot
Peppers

O

.

Anchovies

Onion

!Sandraichcs!
1. Pizza Sub -- $1.95
2. Meat Ball $1.95
3. Grinde- r- $1.95

t

.

4. Roman Burger $1 .50
5. Hot Sausage $1 .95

-

